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Introduction
Measurements of turbulence in plasmas and fluids using the technique of collective
light scattering have always been plagued by very poor spatial resolution. In 1994, a
novel two-point collective light scattering system for the measurement of transport
in a fusion plasma was proposed[18]. This diagnostic method was designed for a
great improvement of the spatial resolution, without sacrificing accuracy in the
velocity measurement. The system was installed at the W7-AS stellarator in Garching, Germany, in 1996, and has been operating since. This thesis is an investigation
of the possible application of this new method to the measurement of flow speeds
in normal fluids, in particular air, although the results presented in this work have
significance for the plasma measurements as well. The main goal of the project was
the experimental verification of the theoretical predictions given in [19]. However,
the theoretical considerations presented in this thesis show that the method can
only be hoped to work for flows that are almost laminar and shearless, which
makes it of very small practical interest. Furthermore, this result also implies that
the diagnostic at W7-AS cannot be expected to give the results originally hoped for.
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 1, the basic principle in collective light scattering is described. The
two-point version of this method, which is based on the crosscorrelation of the
detector signals from two scattering systems, is then introduced.
Chapter 2 contains the derivation of a general expression for the photocurrents
from the detectors in a two-point collective light scattering setup. The calculations are performed using the same Fourier optical model that Lading, Saffman and
Edwards use to predict the detector signal crosscorrelation in [19].
In Chapter 3, the electronic processing of the signal is treated. Calculational
expressions in the Fourier domain are then found for the autocorrelation, the crosscorrelation and the power spectrum of the processed signals.
The input needed in these calculational expressions is a theoretical prediction for
the spatial Fourier transform of the space-time autocorrelation of the phase changes
experienced by the light travelling through the turbulent region. In Chapter 4, an
analytic expression for this function is found, under the assumption of the existence
of a dispersion relation for the fluctuations in the fluid.
Chapter 5 treats the problem of finding the dispersion relations for the fluctuations in a moving, compressible fluid. An expression for a pair of sound modes
arises from the equations, and the frequencies of these contain negative imaginary
parts, which means that the waves decay. The inclusion of entropy fluctuations in
the model reveals the existence of an additional non-propagating thermal mode,
and also increases the value of the sound wave decay constant. Finally, the decay
times for temperature and pressure fluctuations in air are compared for a range of
wavenumbers.
Ris0-R-1O64(EN)
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In Chapter 6, the results from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are combined to give an
analytic expression for the signal correlation functions. A physical interpretation of
each of the important terms is given, and the results are compared with those in [19].
As will be seen, there is a very serious discrepancy. The origin of this is attributed
to a calculational step in [19]. Starting from an earlier step in that article, the
calculations are done in a different way, which leads to agreement with the results
presented here. Based on the expression for the crosscorrelation, the optimal choice
for the measurement wavenumber in an actual experiment is estimated. Finally, an
analytic expression for the power spectrum of the signal is given.
In Chapter 7, the model established in the preceding chapters is applied to the
measurement of drift waves in plasma experiments. The dispersion relation used is
based on the Hasegawa-Wakatani plasma equations. This relation is approximated
by a simpler function in the neighbourhood of the measurement wavenumber, allowing a rough analytic prediction for the signal crosscorrelation to be calculated.
Chapter 8 gives exact expressions for the interference pattern formed in three
dimensions by the crossing of two laser beams. The main features are examined,
and comparisons are made both with simple geometric estimates and previously
obtained results. An equation which allows the calculation of the mean measurement
wavenumber corrected for the beam wavefront curvature is given.
In Chapter 9, the experimental setup is described and some of the results are
presented.
Finally, in Chapter 10 the main conclusions from the present work are discussed.
The important assumptions used in finding the expressions for the correlation functions are highlighted, and an overview of them is given in a list placed
after the conclusion.
Some of the calculations in this work are quite long. These are therefore often left for the appendices to increase the chance that the reader will not lose the
general view. On the other hand, the results obtained here are based on detailed
calculations, so the appearance of a good deal of mathematics in the text is natural.
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Chapter 1

The basic principle
This chapter gives a short introduction to the principles in laser Doppler anemometry, laser time-of-flight anemometry, and collective light scattering. Some basic
parameters are also introduced. These are useful when explaining the basic idea
behind the method of two-point collective light scattering.

1.1

Laser Doppler anemometry

In 1964, Yeh and Cummins demonstrated how a laser spectrometer could be used to
measure the velocity of small particles suspended in a flow of water[29]. The method
was based on the Doppler shift of the light scattered from the particles. This was
the first experiment in a new field called laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), in which
the principle of the Doppler shift is used to determine local velocities in fluids[l].
This principle refers to the fact that the frequency of the radiation scattered
by an object moving relative to a radiating source is changed by an amount which
depends on the velocity and the scattering geometry. Suppose that v is the velocity
of the scatterer. If ko is the difference between the wave vectors of the scattered
and incident radiation, then the Doppler shift in angular frequency is given by the
equation
Aw = k o - v .

(1.1)

Hence, the velocity component along ko can be found from the shift in frequency.
Various optical arrangements are used to measure this shift. One of these is the
reference-beam arrangement, in which the scattered light is mixed with a reference
beam and the beat signal is detected. If a difference in frequency is introduced
between the main beam and the reference beam, the sign of the velocity can also be
found. A schematic illustration of the reference-beam setup is shown in Fig. 1.1.
There is an alternative way of considering this reference-beam optical system[24].
We can think of the two beams as forming a set of fringes where they overlap in
the fluid. As a particle crosses these fringes, it blocks off a varying amount of light,
and this variation in transmitted radiation is seen by the detector as a modulated
signal. If the fringe spacing is A, then the angular frequency of this modulation is
given by
27TO

Aw = — ,

,„ _.

(1.2)

where v is the component of the velocity in the direction perpendicular to the fringe
planes. Simple geometric considerations in e.g. [1] show that the fringe distance is
Ris0-R-1O64(EN)
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Figure 1.1: The basic LDA reference-beam setup. The acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) diffracts a part of the laser light, which is also frequency shifted. Particles
in the flow scatter the light of the main beam into all directions. The light scattered
in the angle 9 is mixed with the reference beam and detected. Knowing the scattering
angle, the velocity can be found from the frequency of the beat signal.

Figure 1.2: The forming of fringes in two crossed laser beams. The lines represent
wavefronts of the light, using a plane wave approximation. The pattern formed
by the intersection of these lines illustrate the interference fringes. The magnified
picture of the intersection to the right shows how A is estimated from the optical
wavelength Xi and the small crossing angle 6.

related to the wavenumber ko by
A =

—.
A

(1.3)

Hence, the two views of the system are equivalent. Fig. 1.2 illustrates the forming
of a fringe pattern in two crossed beams. For small scattering angles 9, the fringe
distance can be estimated from a simple geometric consideration to be
v

hi

geom

9'

(1.4)

where Aj is the optical wavelength. From this and Eq. (1.3), the measurement
wavenumber ko can be estimated as
k0

=

6ku

(1.5)

where ki is the optical wavenumber.
The measurement volume is loosely defined as the region in which the intensity
of the interference is large. The length of this volume in the direction along the
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Figure 1.3: Geometric estimation of the measurement length L for beams with waist
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Figure 1.4: The basic LTA setup. Knowing the distance and measuring the time
between signal pulses caused by particles crossing the beams, the velocity can be
found.

optical axis is called L. For a small crossing angle 9, L is usually estimated from
the simple geometric consideration shown in Fig. 1.3. This yields the value
-'geom

9 '

(1.6)

where WQ is the waist radii of the beams.
Another important parameter is the number N of fringes in the measurement
volume. It can be found as
N

=

(1.7)

In LDA systems, the number of fringes is typically in the range of 20 to 100 [16].

1.2

Laser time-of-flight anemometry

In laser time-of-flight anemometry (LTA), the time for the particles to traverse a
known distance between two focused laser beams is measured, and the velocity can
then be found. The basic setup for LTA is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Using particles
of equal sizes in the two different systems, one would choose each of the two spots
of an LTA system to have a diameter of the order of the fringe spacing of the
corresponding LDA system[18]. This implies that the measurement volume is much
smaller for the LTA system than for the LDA setup, which means that the spatial
resolution of the former is the better.
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1.3

Collective light scattering

Measuring flow velocities using LDA or LTA systems requires small particles to be
suspended in the fluid. The disadvantages of this are that care must be taken to seed
the fluid evenly, signals are only registered when particles traverse the measurement
volume, and statistical bias is introduced since fast particles are measured more
often than slow ones. Furthermore, the particles may not always be able to follow
the flow. In some fluids, such as plasmas, it is not possible to use particles at all.
In collective light scattering (CLS), one uses the refractive index fluctuation
structures in the turbulent fluid itself to scatter the light, with no need for particles. Basically, the optical configuration is the same as the reference-beam LDA
arrangement shown in Fig. 1.1. The structures in the fluid that contribute to the
signal are the ones with spatial variations that match the fringe pattern formed by
the crossed beams. From Eq. (1.4), we see that the use of a small scattering angle
will allow structures with wavelengths much larger than the optical wavelength to
contribute to the signal1. Using a laser with a long wavelength, such as an infrared
CO2 laser, and a scattering angle of 1CT3-1O~2 rad, one can measure structures on
the millimeter range. Assuming that these structures are convected along with the
flow, they will give rise to a beat signal with the frequency given by Eq. (1.2), from
which the convection velocity can be inferred.
In normal fluids, the fluctuations in the refractive index are caused by density
fluctuations, which again are related to variations of the temperature and pressure.
Since pressure variations are sound waves, these propagate relative to the fluid. As a
result, the frequency spectrum of the detector signal from a CLS measurement will in
general consist of three peaks [19]. One is centered at the frequency corresponding to
the convection velocity. This is the Rayleigh peak, originating from non-propagating
thermal fluctuations. The two others are the Brillouin peaks, originating from
counterpropagating sound waves, and located at the frequencies corresponding to
the convection velocity plus and minus the sound speed.
Collective light scattering has been used as a plasma diagnostic for several
decades [13].

1.4

Two-point collective light scattering

The very small scattering angles used in CLS give very large measurement volumes,
and hence very poor spatial resolutions. The size of measurement volume can be
decreased by decreasing the beam diameter. However, this gives fewer fringes,
which leads to a poor frequency resolution, and thus a poor velocity estimate.
The idea in two-point collective scattering is to improve the spatial resolution by
using a small number of fringes, but at the same time maintaining a good velocity
estimate[18]. This is done by using two CLS systems as a non-particle time-of-flight
anemometer. Because this combines the principles in LTA and reference-beam LDA,
the configuration is called a hybrid scheme.
The idea is to measure the small-scale structures in the fluid at two adjacent
locations. If a small structure is measured at the first point, and then convected
by the flow to the next point, the time-of-flight can be estimated, provided that
we can recognise the structures using the detector signals. Hence, the small-scale
1

Using the concept of the refractive index in treating the scattering of light is valid if the atomic
mean free path Zmfp is much smaller than the scattering wavelength, i.e. Zmfp -C A [6].
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fluctuations are used to estimate the large-scale fluctuations that are important for
the transport processes.
The recognition is based on the crosscorrelation of the detector signals. The
expected crosscorrelation function has been estimated in [19] for different flow parameters in a normal fluid. This shows that three different crosscorrelation peaks
can be expected to be seen, one originating from the non-propagating thermal fluctuations, and two arising from the counterpropagating sound waves. The position
of the crosscorrelation peak from thermal fluctuations will be close to the timeof-flight. The variations of the convection velocity in a turbulent flow has been
included in this model, and so has the decay of the thermal fluctuations due to
diffusion. Since these effects lead to a displacement of the thermal correlation peak
towards shorter times, the estimate of the velocity parameters should be done on
the basis of a curve fitting procedure. The result given in [19] are based on numerical calculations. For the curve fitting, an analytic expression is desirable. This is
found in the present work.
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Chapter 2

Optics
The prediction for the signal crosscorrelation in [19] draws on results given in [17],
which are established by applying a Fourier optical model for the measurement of
fluctuations. To compare our results with those in [19], we analyze the experimental
setup using the same model. We start by finding a general expression for the
photocurrent, and then go to the special case of heterodyne detection in a hybrid
configuration.

2.1

The basic optical model

The basic optical model is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It is composed of various optical
elements, placed in the focal planes of a line of lenses with focal lengths / i , /2, etc.
The field in the back focal plane of a lens can be viewed as the two-dimensional
spatial Fourier transform of the field distribution in the front focal plane[10]. Hence,
depending on its position, each optical element can be regarded as acting on the
field in either real space or wavenumber space.
It should be noted that the model does not include the effect of vignetting, which
is the limitation of the effective objects by the finite lens apertures[10, pp. 87-88].

Ud

LI
OPTICAL
ELEMENT

HI
OPTICAL
ELEMENT

L2

L3
MEAS.
PLANE

H2
OPTICAL
ELEMENT

L4
DETECTOR

Figure 2.1: The basic optical model. The field functions are shown just above the
corresponding elements. Ll, L2, etc. are lenses with focal lengths /i,/2, etc., and
HI and H2 are the Fourier planes of these lenses. Fluctuations in the measurement
plane influence the field through the transmission function s.
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The error made is small if the following assumption holds:
Assumption 2.1 The beam cross-section area is less than a quarter of the lens
area.

2.1.1

From three to two dimensions

The optical model is actually designed for the analysis of the detection of fluctuations on a surface. The model therefore treats the measurement region as being a
two-dimensional measurement plane perpendicular to the optical axis. The method
of flow speed measurement by two-point CLS, on the other hand, uses the scattering
in a three-dimensional volume. To apply the model, we must establish a connection
between the measurements of fluctuations in two and three dimensions. To do this,
we need to choose the experimental setup so that the following assumption is valid:
Assumption 2.2 The spatial variation of the pattern formed by the light interference is independent of the position along the optical axis.
As will be shown, this is a necessary condition for collapsing the three-dimensional
measurement volume onto the measurement plane through an integral along the
beam direction z. This integral adds the infinitesimal relative phase changes experienced by a ray of light on its journey through the volume to a finite relative phase
change, which is then a function of the plane coordinates x and y.
We start by looking at the situation where this integration is assumed to have
been done, so that the phase changes can be represented by a transmission function
in plane coordinates for the purpose of the analysis. Later on, the connection to
three dimensions will be made.
2.1.2

The photocurrent

The complex, time-independent scalar field impinging upon the first optical element
in Fig. 2.1 is denoted tio(xi)1, where Xi = (xi,yi) is the plane coordinate vector.
The field directly after the element is then uog, where g(x.i) is the transmission
function of the element. The spatial Fourier transform T'{uog} of this field is
obtained in the plane HI, and the optical element in this plane acts on the different
Fourier components of Uog via the transmission function H\. Let us define a scaled
position vector in the measurement plane by
x 2 = Mixi,

(2.1)

where M\ = —/2//1 is the transverse magnification of the imaging system consisting
of the lenses LI and L2. Using these coordinates, the field u impinging upon the
measurement plane is proportional to the inverse Fourier transform of the field
propagating from HI:

u(x2) = M^^iTiuogjH!}

= Mf^uoslOMxi),

(2.2)

where <g> denotes convolution and hi, the point spread function, is the inverse Fourier
transform of H\. The use of the two different plane vectors in this equation simply
means that u(x2) is found by evaluating M f 1 ^ ^ ] <8> hi at Xi = X2/M1.
1

The real optical field is found from this as Eo(xi,t) = {uo/2)e tu>l + ex., where wj is the
angular frequency of the light, and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the previous term.
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As noted, the refractive index fluctuations caused by turbulence in three dimensions give rise to a transmission function defined on the measurement plane. This
function is denoted s, and it is given by
s(x 2 )

=

so(l+»7)e^,

(2-3)

where so is the transmission of the unperturbed medium, r\ = 77 (x 2 ) is the relative
variation of the transmission, and <j> = <^>(x2) is the relative phase change. Here, i
is the imaginary unit, while so, r\ and <f> are real. For turbulence generated by an
unheated air jet, for example, we may safely make the following assumption:
Assumption 2.3 The relative fluctuations in the transmission and phase change
of the laser light are small.
This means that

(2.4)

M, \<t>\ « l.

This assumption is discussed in [15], which notes that the transmission loss can
often be neglected altogether, meaning that so = 1 and 77 = 0. For the moment, we
will keep the possibility of having transmission loss, and then go to the special case
later. In the case where Eq. (2.4) holds, the expansion e1® « 1 + i<f> is legitimate,
and we can also neglect terms of order r}(f>. Hence, we can write the transmission
function as
s(x 2 )

=

so(l+r) + i<t>).

(2.5)

The field propagating from the measurement plane is us, and the field in the detector
plane is thus

2),

(2.6)

where /i2 is the inverse Fourier transform of the filter transmission function H2 in
the plane H2. Again, we have introduced scaled plane coordinates by
x3

=

M2x2,

(2.7)

where M 2 = —f^/fz is the transverse magnification of the system consisting of the
lenses L3 and L4.
Having obtained an expression for the field in the detector plane, we can now
find the photocurrent. It is given by
i

=

C I, . d X3 |ud( x 3)| ,
ydet.

(2.8)

area

where the detector sensitivity C is given by[13]
=

ot

.

•

(2-9)

Here, SQ is the permittivity of free space, c\ is the speed of light, e is the electron
charge, % is the quantum efficiency of the detector, and hui is the energy of one
laser photon. The quantity 1/EQCI is the characteristic impedance of free space.
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11

We now insert Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.8) and use the substitution d2X2 = M^~2d2X3.
This changes the limits of integration from the detector area to an area corresponding to the projection of the detector area back onto the measurement plane. Hence,
the photocurrent can be written as
*

=

C

/projected ^ 2 \{usQ{l + V + i<j>)]® h2\2 {x2).
det. area

(2.10)

We can extend the integration to the whole measurement plane if the illuminated
region is smaller than the projected area.
In general, the photocurrent consists of three terms, i — ii + i2 + h- Defining
the constant
Ci

C\so\2,

=

(2.11)

they are given by
2

/

X 2

\u®h2\\

(2.12)

plane

which is a DC term containing no information about the fluctuations and given by
purely transmitted light;

/ d

2

^

\W(v + i<P)} ® h2\2 ,

(2.13)

plane
which is the homodyne term given by the interference between purely diffracted
beams; and

plane

Jmeasd2x2

Re{(u ® h2)([u(V + i<f>)] ® h2)*},

(2.14)

plane

which is the heterodyne term given by the interference between transmitted light
and fluctuation-diffracted light (the superscript * denotes complex conjugation.)
This term generally dominates relative to the homodyne term, since the amplitude
of the diffracted light is much smaller than the amplitude of the transmitted light.
For this reason, we choose an experimental setup which allows heterodyne detection.

2.2

Heterodyne detection in a hybrid configuration

In the hybrid configuration, shown in Fig. 2.2, we obtain two measurement points.
The first optical element is a Bragg cell. This device diffracts a small part of the
light, which is also frequency shifted with the RF Bragg frequency. We can describe
the effect of the cell mathematically by the transmission function g given by
<7(xi,t) =

l+0i(xi,t),

(2.15)

where

3i(xi,t) = eexp[t(kio-xi-n«)],
Ris0-R-1O64(EN)
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Figure 2.2: T/ie hybrid configuration. This is specific realization of the basic optical
model in Fig. 2.1 giving two measurement points. It has a Bragg cell as the first
element, a diffractive beam splitter as the first filter, a beam stop as the second filter,
and two distinct detectors. The thick line shows the path of the main beam, while
the thin line marks the path of the reference beam.

Here, kio is a constant wavevector, and Q is the angular Bragg frequency. The
two terms in uog = «o + uogi then represent the main beam propagating directly
through the Bragg cell, and the Bragg diffracted light, respectively .
In order to obtain two measurement points we place a diffractive beam splitter
in the plane HI. The point spread function for such an element is

where xio and — xio are the two points in the measurement plane (in xi-coordinates)
the light from a point source on the optical axis would be diffracted to. The factor
1~xl2 ensures that energy is conserved. Inserting this in Eq. (2.2), we obtain the
field in the measurement plane at a certain instant:
u(x2) = M[

= M^1j d2xi

J

d2x.[ «O0(xi)[$(xi - 3ci - xio) + S(xx - xi +
- xi0)

(2.18)
where we have defined the two functions
[MO(XI

(2.19)

- xio) + «o(xi +

[uogi(xi -

+

4- x i 0 )].

(2.20)

These are the field distributions in the measurement plane originating from the
main beam and the Bragg diffracted light, respectively. Hence, around each of the
points xio and —xio, we get a field consisting of the sum of a part of the main beam
and a part of the Bragg beam.
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As the optical element in the H2 plane we use a beam stop which blocks only
transmitted light originating from the main beam. In this plane, where the Fourier
transform of the field after the measurement plane is obtained, we can use the
wavevector k.2 to denote position. This vector is given from the ordinary plane
coordinates x2 by the relation
k2

=

kix2/fz,

(2.21)

where ki is the optical wavenumber (see e.g. [10, pp. 83-85].) In these coordinates,
we can represent a beam stop by the filter transmission function

N-kc|<fcr
otherwise,

v

'

where k c is the position of the center of the absorber, and kr is the radius of the
absorber. To stop the transmitted ligth originating from the main beam then, we
choose k c to be the mean wavevector in the Fourier decomposition of this light, and
kr to be at least as large as the wavenumber characterizing the divergence of the
beam. For a Gaussian beam, this divergence is given by the angle [20]
9d

= XI/TTW2,

(2.23)

where Aj is the optical wavelength, and w2 is the beam waist in the measurement
plane. This corresponds to a minimum beam stop radius of
kr

= 2/w2.

(2.24)

Assuming then that the absorber stops all the transmitted light of the main beam,
but none of the transmitted Bragg beam, the term for the reference beam in the
integral of Eq. (2.14) gives
u®h2

= uu ® h2 + UB <g>h2 = UB-

(2.25)

The term for the fluctuation-diffracted light is
[u(r] + i<p)] ® h.2 =
~

[uu(v + i<t>)} ®h2 + [«B(»7 + i<f>)] ® h2
[uM(v + i4>)] ® h2,

(2.26)

neglecting the term of order e(r) + i(f>). The convolution with h2 has the effect of
removing components of (77 + i(j>) which are constant or very slowly varying as a
function of position, since these give forward scattering into the beam stop. As will
be seen, these components do not contribute to the heterodyne signal anyway, so
we may disregard this convolution, and write the above equation as
[U(TJ

+ i(j))] <g> h2 = UM(TI + i<f>).

(2.27)

Substituting this and Eq. (2.25) into Eq. (2.14) yields
i3

=

2Ci / m e a s d 2 x 2 Re{uB[uM(ri
plane

+ i<t>)]*}

= 2C1Jd2x2Re{uBu*M(v-i<l>)}We now go to the special case where we make the assumption that:
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Assumption 2.4 There is no transmission loss of the laser light through the turbulent region.
This is discussed in [15]. It means that we may set so = 1 and r\ = 0. The
heterodyne contribution to the photocurrent can then be written as

i3 = 2djd2x2<t>fi,

(2.29)

where we have defined the so-called instrument function /i(x2) by
ft

2.3

= Re{-tu B tiM} = Im{u B "M}-

(2-30)

The instrument function

In this section, we wish to find the instrument function for the case of an original
field uo(xi,t) corresponding to a Gaussian beam of waist w\ at the Bragg cell. The
beam is aligned at an angle to the optical axis given by one half the Bragg diffraction
angle, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Hence, the time-dependent field distribution is given
by
u o (xi,t) =

[-£-)

exp(-|xi| 2 /u>i)exp[i(kio-xi/2-u^)], (2.31)

\VJiK J

V

/

where PQ is the total power of the laser2, and ui is the angular frequency of the light.
From Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), the product UB"M m Eq- (2-30) for the instrument
function gives
2M 1 2 UB«M(X 2 , t)

= [uogi(xi - X10) + "001(xi +
x [uo(xi - xio) + wo(xi +
= |«o|25i(xi - xio) + |u o | 2 si(xi +
+ "051 (xi - xio)«o(xi +
+ "001 (Xl + Xio)"o(xl » |"o|V(xi-xio)4-|"o|V(xi+xlo).

(2.32)

The maximum value of the sum of the cross terms relative to the maximum value
of one of the other terms is 2exp (—2|xio|2/iv2). Hence, neglecting the former is a
very good approximation as soon as |xio| is larger than, say, 4ioi/3.
Let us introduce three new scaled constants given by
W

2

=

x 20 = Mixio,

(2.33)

Using these constants and the expression in Eq. (2.16) for pi, we kan write |"o|2<7i
as a function of measurement plane coordinates:
|"o|20i(xi - x i o )
2

Po is simply defined as Po = / d 2 x i |wo|2- The power in W is obtained by multiplying this by
eoci/2 [11, pp. 385-386]. Except otherwise noted, this is the case everywhere where the power is
mentioned.
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=
=

f

u

n

c

t

i

o

n

^p- exp (-2 |xi - x l o | 2 /wf) exp [z(k10 • (xi - x 10 ) - tot)]
\—- exp (-2 |x2 - x 20 | 2 jw\J exp [z(k20 • (x2 - x 20 ) - tit)],
(2.34)

with a similar expression for |«o|2<7i(xi +xio). Inserting this in Eq. (2.32), and then
inserting Eq. (2.32) in Eq. (2.30), we obtain the instrument function
/i(x 2) t) = —£- {exp ( - 2 |x2 - x 20 | 2 /to2 ) sin[k20 • (x2 - x20) - fit]
+ exp (—2 |x2 + x 2 o| 2 /w 2 j sin[k2o • (x2 + x2o) - £lt]\ . (2.35)
In actual experiments, small vibrations of the apparatus may introduce time-varying
phases in the oscillatory parts of the instrument function. To account for this, we
write fi as a sum of two separate instrument functions with statistically independent
phases. Hence,
/<(x,t) = / a (x,t) + A(x,t),

(2.36)

where
/ a (x,t)

=

^ e - 2 l x - x o l 2 / ™ 2 c o s [ k o - x - f i t + 0a(t)],

(2.37)

fb(x,t)

= £ | V 2 l x + x °l 2 /™ 2 cos[ko-x-Qt + 06(*)].

(2-38)

Here, we have dropped the index 2, and introduced the phases 0a(t) and 0b(t) while
changing to cosines. Since the phases arise from mechanical vibrations, they will
vary much slower than the radio frequency Cl, which means that

The instrument functions represent the two spatially separated fringe patterns
formed by the intersection of the main beams and the reference beams. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Because the reference beam is frequency shifted, these fringes are
not stationary, but travel in the direction of the measurement wave vector ko- This
makes it possible to determine the direction of the flow. As seen from Eq. (2.29)
for the heterodyne photocurrent,
*3(0 =
only components of the phase change with the same spatial variation as the fringes
will contribute to the signal3. But since the beams have a finite waist in the measurement plane, the wavelength of the fringe pattern is not arbitrarily well-defined.
This means that phase changes with a slightly different spatial variation also contribute. In other words, we measure fluctuations in a spectral range around ko.
The intensity and phase distribution in crossed Gaussian beams is treated in
further detail in Chapter 8.
3

This is the basis for using Eq. (2.27).
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Figure 2.3: The instrument function at a certain instant to, shown in arbitrary units
for the measurement wavevector choice ko = (ko,O). The fringe wavelength is given
by A = 2ir/ko. The beam waist is here chosen to bew = 2A, giving a fringe number
of N = 2w/A = 4. The larger the fringe number, the better the determination o/koThe positions of the measurement points are given by XQ = 1.5to and yo = 0. This
means that the measurement distance is 1.5 times the beam diameter. The phases
are 9a = TT/5 and 9b = 0.

2.4

Photocurrents in the hybrid configuration

Comparing Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, we see that the hybrid configuration uses two detectors
as opposed to one in the basic optical model. To change to the hybrid setup, we
must make the substitution
(2.40)

ha +

where iz is the heterodyne photocurrent from the single detector in the basic optical
model, and iza and i^b are the heterodyne photocurrents from the detectors (a) and
(b) in the hybrid configuration, respectively. As we did in obtaining Eq. (2.10) for
i, we can find the current iza by projecting the detector (a) area back onto the
measurement plane. From Eq. (2.29) for the current, then, we see that
= 2Ci
proj

of det. (a)
/proj. area d ' x <HX> *) [/a(x, t) + / 6 (x, t)\, •
of det. (a)

(2.41)

using Eq. (2.36). Choosing an appropriate experimental setup will allow us to make
two assumptions:
Assumption 2.5 The projection of detector (a) does not extend into the region
where the value of the instrument function fb is large.
Assumption 2.6 The projection of detector (a) includes the whole region where
the value of the instrument function fa is large.
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Using these, we may write the photocurrent as
»3a(*) =

2Ci f . .

area

ofdet. (a)
2Cl

a
/proj.
H B a d x*(x,t)/.(x,
/
f d t (a)
()
ofdet.

* 2C i y meas d 2 x^(x,t)/ a (x,t).

(2.42)

plane

With similar assumptions for the projection of detector (b), the current from this
device is given by the approximate expression

i3b(t) « 2C1Jmeasd2x<f>(x,t)fb(x,t).

(2-43)

plane

2.5

The connection with three dimensions

In this section, the connection between the measurement of fluctuations in two and
three dimensions is established.
Prom Eq. (2.42), the heterodyne contribution to the photocurrent from one
detector is given by

isa(t) = Jd2x<f>(x,t)fa(x,t),

(2.44)

where <j> is the relative phase change of the light, and fa is the instrument function
for this detector. Both functions are denned on the two-dimensional measurement
plane with coordinate vector x = (x,y). But the actual measurement region is a
three-dimensional volume, with coordinate vector r = (x,y,z). The descriptions
in two and three dimensions are connected through a relation between the total
relative phase change <^>(x, t) experienced by a ray travelling along the 2-axis, and
the refractive index variations <5n(r, t) from the equilibrium value no along this path.
Neglecting diffraction and multiple scattering (the first Born approximation, see e.g.
[7]), this relationship is
<t>(x,y,t)

= kifdz6n{x,y,z,t),

(2.45)

where ki is the wavenumber of the laser light. These approximations are valid if
the scattering is weak, which corresponds to Assumption 2.3. If we want to use
this expression in Eq. (2.44), we must also include the variation of the instrument
function along z. In other words, we must find the expression for a new, threedimensional instrument function f'a(r,t), and then write the photocurrent as

*3a(0 = h J d3r 6n(r,t)f'a(r,t).

(2.46)

This three-dimensional instrument function is calculated in Chapter 8. Fortunately,
we find that to a good approximation we may factorize the exact expression for this
function as the product
/>,<)
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where fa(x,t) is the original instrument function, and fz{z) gives the variation of
this along z. Since we have no fringes in the z-direction, fz{z) is a simple function
expressing the decrease of the fringe amplitude away from z = 0. It is given by
Eq. (8.51) as

fz(z)

= ex P (-z 2 /2cr2),

(2.48)

where the standard deviation CL, is a convenient parameter used to describe the
measurement length. The decoupling in Eq. (2.47) corresponds to our initial Assumption 2.2. We can now write the photocurrent as

d3r8n{r,t)fa{x,t)exp(-z2/2al)

ha{t) = k f

= Jd2x<t>eSt(x,t)fa(x,t),

(2.49)

where we have defined a new, effective relative phase change by

<£eff(x,*) = ki Idz8n(r,t)exp(-z2/2al).

(2.50)

Comparing Eqs. (2.44) and (2.49), we see that we can go to the three-dimensional
case and still use the basic optical model, provided that we substitute (f> by (peg.
Hence, from now on the relative phase change will always mean the effective relative
phase change defined in Eq. (2.50).
It may be noted that Eq. (2.46) corresponds to Eq. (9) in [6], which in our
notation is
i3a(t)

= A I d 3 rJV(r,*)exp(-iko-r),

(2.51)

Jv
where A is a physical constant, V is the measurement volume, JV is the atomic
density, and ko is the measurement wavenumber. In Section 4.2, it is shown that
variations in the refractive index are proportional to variations in the density, and
since the exponential function in Eq. (2.51) ensures that only variations from the
equilibrium density contribute to the signal, the two equations agree on this point.
Furthermore, the exponential function has the same spatial oscillations as the instrument function in Eq. (2.46). The above photocurrent is written as a complex
signal, whereas the photocurrent in Eq. (2.46) is real. In Section 3.1, it is shown how
the complex form can be obtained by an appropriate signal processing. Hence, the
only important difference between the two expressions is that Eq. (2.46) includes
the variation of the fringe amplitude with position, which means that the finite
wavevector resolution is included in the calculations in a natural way. In [6], the
authors have chosen to regard the measurement volume as being a sharply bounded
region, and the finite wavevector resolution is then inserted by hand at a later point
in the calculations.
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Chapter 3

Signal correlation functions
The recognition of a localized turbulent structure at the second measurement point,
after its initial detection at the first point, is done by crosscorrelating the processed
photocurrents from the two detectors. In the present chapter, this crosscorrelation
is expressed as a function of the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of the
phase changes <f>(x,t). This will allow us to make theoretical predictions for the
signal correlation function based on power spectra and dispersion relations.
We will start by examining the processing of the detector signals. The next step
is to calculate the signal autocorrelation, since the derivation of this is somewhat
simpler than that of the crosscorrelation, but still illustrates the ideas used, and
also because the autocorrelation is of interest in itself. After this, expressions for
the crosscorrelation and the signal power spectrum are found. Finally, the spectral width of the fluctuations which contribute to the correlations and the power
spectrum is related to the optical parameters.

3.1 Signal processing
Because of the possibly time-varying phase difference between the fringe patterns in
the two measurement areas, we do not correlate the photocurrents directly. Instead,
the signals are processed in a scheme called envelope detection. The resulting socalled envelope signals are independent of the phase differences and can then be
correlated.
3.1.1

Envelope detection

The photocurrent from each detector is an amplitude and phase modulated RF
oscillation with carrier frequency f2, which is the Bragg cell frequency. This carrier
frequency is removed in the signal processing, shown schematically in Fig. 3.1 for
one of the detectors. Initially, the photocurrent is bandpass-filtered about Q. This
removes the DC term. Afterwards, the signal is split in two parts, and these are
then multiplied by cosine and sine functions with frequency €l, respectively. We can
illustrate the effect on the signal from detector (a) for the cosine case. Using the
identity
2 cos A cos B = cos(A - B) + cos(A + B)
together with Eqs. (2.37) and (2.42), the resulting signal is
iaiC(t) =
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Figure 3.1: The envelope detection for one detector, shown for the simple case where
the oscillatory part of the original signal is a single harmonic (the usual minus sign
convention for time oscillations is used.) £1 is the Bragg cell frequency, and u> is
of the order of the Doppler frequency shift ko • v, which arises from the flow of the
fluid with velocity v . The envelope signal iE{t) is slowly varying and depends on
the strength of the refractive index fluctuations. The squaring and summing of the
signals is done off-line, using a computer. The resulting envelope signal is much
more complicated if the original signal is composed of a range of harmonics.

=

Cy

-itt) I d2X 0(x, t)fa(x, t)

x cos[—tit] cos [ko • x — Q,t + 6a{t)]

x { cos [k0 • x + 6a(t)] + cos [k0 • x - TStt + 9a(t)] }.

(3.2)

Because of the initial bandpass-filtering about the Bragg frequency, 4>(x, t) contains
no high-frequency components. This means that no low-frequency beat signal will
arise from the product of </>(x, t) and the second cosine term with frequency 2Q.
Since 9a(t) is also slowly varying, neither will the combination of this with 2Ot give
any beat signal. The contribution corresponding to the second term is therefore
removed in the subsequent lowpass filter, leaving us with the signal
ia>c(t)

=

(3.3)

where we have defined a new, effective instrument function by
(3.4)
Except for the phase variation, this function is independent of time. Its spatial
variation determines which Fourier components of (j) contribute to ia>c. These will
be the components with wavevectors close to ko, and time variations of these are
on the order of the Doppler frequency v • ko, where v is the flow velocity. Hence,
the oscillations in ia,c(t) will have frequencies close to this.
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Proceeding in the same manner as above, this time using the identity
2 sin A cos B = sin(A - B) + sin(^4 + B),

(3.5)

we find that the part of the signal multiplied by the sine function gives rise to the
lowpass-filtered current
2

x^(x,i)/a, s (x,t),

(3.6)

where the effective instrument function is given by
~ X o | 2 / U ; 2 ^ [ k o - x + ^(t)].

(3.7)

The two signals ia>c(t) and ia,s(t) are both stored, and the squared envelope signal
tnen
*OE(*) *S
calculated digitally after the experiment. It is denned as

= ilM + ilM

4EW

(3.8)

This signal is independent of the phase 9a(t), as is shown in the next section.
3.1.2

P h a s e independence

That envelope signal in Eq. (3.8) is independent of the phase 9a(t) can be seen by
inserting the expressions for ia,c(t) a n d ia,s{t), a n ^ by using the identity
cos A cos B + sin A sin B = cos(A-B).

(3.9)

The squared envelope signal then becomes
=

/d 2 x 1 d 2 x 2 0(xi,t)0(x 2 ,i)
X [/a,c(xi,£)/a,c(X2,t) + /o,a(Xl, t)/ O)S (x 2 ,

x exp [-2 (|xi - x o | 2 + |x2 - x o | 2 ) /w2]
x I cos [ko • xi + 6a(t)] cos [ko • x 2 + 0a(t)]
+ sin [k0 • xi + 6a(t)] sin [k0 • x 2 + 0a(t)] \

y Jd2Xld2x
x exp [-2 (|xi - x o | 2 + |x2 - x o | 2 ) /w2]
x cos [k0 • (xi - x 2 )].

(3.10)

We note that the phase 0a(i) has disappeared in the last expression. Hence, in all
calculations involving the envelope signal, we may ignore this phase and regard the
effective instrument functions as being time-independent.
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3.1.3

The envelope signal from the second detector

The signal from detector (b) is processed in the same way, and here the squared
envelope signal is given by
= *6lC(*)+ $•(*).

(3-H)

ib,c{t) = Jd2x<f>(x,t)fbtC(x,t),

(3.12)

»6,B(0

where the signals are expressed as

«6.«(0 =

I d2x<t>(x,t)fb>s(x,t).

(3.13)

Here, the effective instrument functions are defined as
f, c v f\

=

£

l

° r ~ 2 x + xn /w

ri. . v , a (J.\I

^14.^

(3.15)

3.1.4 The complex signal
Using the currents ia,c(t) and ia<s(t), we can also form a complex signal from detector
(a). This is defined as
to>C(t) = *a,c(0 + «a,a(«).

(3-16)

where i the imaginary unit. This signal is not independent of the phase 6a(t), but it
is well-suited for the purpose of calculating the power spectrum of the photocurrent,
since it allows the sign of the frequency to be found. This is not the case if one uses
either of the signals iajC or iOjS alone. The definition for the complex signal from
channel (b) is similar.

3.2

Statistical averages

Statistical averages of stochastic variables in an actual application of the two-point
CLS method will always be averages over the measurement time, or some part
hereof. For a steady flow, we may make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.1 All fluctuations are stationary.
This means that time averages are independent of the time origin. As in [12], we
define the time averaged value of a variable U(t) as

= ±Jof
1

(3.17)

where the averaging time T is much larger that the period Ti of the oscillations in
U{t). If U is a function of another time-dependent variable s(t), the average of U(s)
can be found from the probability distribution P(s) for this variable:

(U) = (U)s = JdsU(s)P(s).

(3.18)

Of course, this also holds for the special case where s = U. We will make use of
the above relation for the averaging of functions which depend on the convection
velocity v(t).
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Theautocorrelation of the envelope signal

We define the autocorrelation of the envelope signal from e.g. detector (a) as

The superscript (2) indicates that this is a second-order correlation, since it is
actually the squared envelope signals that we correlate. In this section, we wish
to derive a calculational expression for this autocorrelation function. We do it by
first expressing Eq. (3.19) in terms of first-order signal correlations of the type
{i-a,c{t)ia,c{t + r ))- These terms are then written as integrals in the Fourier domain,
and finally combined to give the autocorrelation.

3.3.1

From second to first order correlations

Using the notation
ic

=

*o,c(*)>

and so on for convenience, we can write the autocorrelation as

Using Eq. (3.3), we find the first term to be given by

X /

x / d 2 x 3 0(x 3 , t + r)/ a , c (x 3 )

J

\
d 2 x 4 <£(x4, t + r)/ a , c (x 4 ) )
/
/
d 2 X l d 2 X 2 d 2 X 3 d 2 X 4 {fo<h<k<t>\)

X/a,c(xi)/a,c(X2)/a,c(x3)/a1c(X4).

(3.22)

Here, we have changed the order of expectation and integration, used that the effective instrument functions can be treated as being time-independent when envelope
signals are considered, and introduced a shorthand notation for <j) in the obvious
way. As discussed in Section 4.3, we assume Gaussian statistics for the spectral
components of the real quantity 0(x, t). In addition, the mean value of <f> is zero
per definition. According to [4, p. 92], these properties allow us to express the
fourth-order moment in terms of the second-order moments as
(01020304) = (0102) (0304) + (0103) (0204) + (0104) (0203) • (3.23)
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Substituting this into Eq. (3.22), we obtain the result

X / d2X3 d2X4

+ J d 2 X l d2X3 <^103> /a,c(xi)/ a , c (x 3 )
X / d 2 X 2 d 2 X 4 <<^2</'4>/a,C(X2)/a,c(x4)
+ / d 2 Xi d 2 X 4 <^104> /a,c(xi)/ a ,c(X4)
X / d 2 X 2 d 2 X 3 (<fo<#S> /a,c(X2)/a,c(x 3 )
d2XX d 2 X 2 <0ifo) /« l C (Xi)/ a i c(x 2 )l

2[ y " 2 2

< > ( ) ) l

d2Xi 0i/ a ,c(xi) /d 2 X 2

2 / y d2xi &/«lC(xi) y
(3.24)

where we have changed the order of expectation and integration back again. In
exactly the same way, we find that we can write the second term in Eq. (3.21) as
<?M2)

= (i2s)2 + 2(isi's)2.

(3.25)

The third term is

X/a,c(xi)/a,c(X2)/a,«(X3)/a,«(X4)

X y d 2 X 3 d 2 X 4 (tf>304>
d 2 X l d2X3 <0103> / Ol c(xi)/o,,(x3)
X /d2X2d2X4

d 2 X l d 2 X 4 <0104> /a,c(xi)/aI.(x4)
X y d 2 X 2 d 2 X 3 (^2^3) /a,c(X2)/a,«(X3)
=

<z2><i2) + 2(z c <> 2 .

(3.26)

Likewise, the fourth term can be written as
<*2(O2>

=

<< 2 ><* 2 ) + 2 < M ' C > 2 -

(3.27)
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All in all, we obtain the autocorrelation

{ii!f
2 [<i c 0 2 + {iii'f
si'sf + {i
ci!sf

}
(3.28)

where the individual terms now are squared first-order correlations.
3.3.2

The autocorrelation in Fourier domain

We now write the individual terms in Eq. (3.28) as expressions in the Fourier domain. We can start with the term

J

(3.29)

We now use
Assumption 3.2 The phase change fluctuations are homogeneous.
As can be seen in App. E.I, this will actually follow from assumptions about the
three-dimensional turbulent fluctuations to be made later. Introducing x = x " — x '
and d 2 x = d 2 x ' , we can now write the above expression as

()

y|/

a i C

(x"-x)/a,c(x"),

(3.30)

where
' + x,t + T))

(3.31)

is the space-time autocorrelation of the phase fluctuations. By using the general
form of Parseval's identity and the phase change theorem, it is shown in App. B
that the integral of the displaced instrument functions can be rewritten as
|dV'/a,c(x"-x)/a,c(x")

= |^|Fa,c(k)|2e-ik-x,

(3.32)

where Fa,c is the Fourier transform of fafi. Inserting this expression in Eq. (3.30),
we have that

(3.33)

where S^(k,r) is the spatial Fourier transform of iJ^(x,r). In the same way, we
find that we can write the other terms in Eq. (3.28) as
rl 2 k

/

^S^k,r)|Fa,,(k)|2,

(3.34)
(k),

(isi'c) = J - ^ S4k,T)FaiS(k)F;>c(k).
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The various instrument function Fourier transforms are calculated in App. C. The
results we need here are
|F a>c (k)| 2

=

|F a , s (k)| 2

=

Fi(k) + F 2 (k)

(3.37)

=

(3.38)

and
^a,a(k)Fa%(k)

=

-F O)C (k)F* s (k)

i[Fi(k)-F2(k)],

where Fi and F2 are defined as
FlOt)

fi^Ve-alk-kol^
V 8 /
f ^ e - a l k + kol2.
V 8 /

s

(3.39)
(3.40)

For convenience, we have also denned the constant

where w is the beam waist in the measurement plane. From these results, it immediately follows that

{isQ
(icQ

= (i*'c),
= -(isi'c).

(3.42)
(3.43)

Using these identities, we can rewrite the autocorrelation in Eq. (3.28) as

= 4 [(z2)2 + (icQ2 + (isi'c)2] ,

WRf(r)

(3.44)

with the three terms given by
r

J2I,

(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
These can also be written as
(idc)
(icQ

- /i(0) + / 2 (0),
= JI(T) + I2(T),

(3.48)
(3.49)

(i5i'c) = i[h(r)-I2(r)],

(3.50)

where we have defined the two integrals

)e-«|k

+ k0|2.

(3.52)

Here, the expressions for F\ and F2 have been inserted. Inserting the expressions
in Eqs. (3.48)-(3.50) into Eq. (3.44) and reducing, we find the autocorrelation
WRf(r)

= 4[/1(0) + / 2 (0)] 2 + 16/ 1 (r)7 2 (r).

(3.53)

Together with the definitions of /i(r) and I2(T), this constitutes our calculational
expression for the envelope signal autocorrelation function.
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The autocorrelation coefficient

We can also define the second-order envelope signal autocorrelation coefficient,
by[12]

It is seen to be given by the autocorrelation at time r divided by the same correlation
at time 0.

3.4

The crosscorrelation of the envelope signal

In this section, we obtain a calculational expression for the crosscorrelation of the
envelope signals from the two detectors. The derivation is largely a slightly more
complicated version of the calculation of the autocorrelation function done in Section 3.3, so the details are left for App. D. The second-order crosscorrelation is
denned as

Looking at Fig. 2.2, we note that for a flow in the positive x-direction, any turbulent
disturbance which does not propagate relative to the fluid will be seen by detector
(b) first. Displacing the signal from detector (a) as in the above equation will
therefore give a peak at positive correlation times r.
3.4.1

From second to first order correlations

Inserting the expressions for the envelope signals, the crosscorrelation becomes
(2)DE / \

_

/ r - 2 (f\,;2

f+Y|[,-2 (f . _ \ • ,-2 (f i T\]\

(o c c \

Writing

ias = t a , s (t),
*« = *a,S(* +r)>

(3.57)

and so on for convenience, we have that
(2)

i?£(r) = <[£ + &][(O 2 + (O2]>
= <&(O 2 ) + <4(C)a> + <4(O 2 > + <<L(O2>-

(3-58)

In App. D.I, it is shown that this can be written as
(2)

^ c (r) = [<4> + (&)] [<4> + ( 4 ) ]
+ 2 [(ibci?ac)2 + (ibsC)2 + {ibcCf + (hsi'ac)2} •
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3.4.2

The crosscorrelation in Fourier domain

As was the case for the autocorrelation, we also wish to express the crosscorrelation
in Fourier domain. The calculations needed to do this are done in App. D.2, and
the resulting expression is
+ 16/ lc (r)/ 2c (r).

(3.60)

where we have defined the two functions

ytd2k5<fr(k,r)exp[ik-do-a|k-ko|2],

(3.61)

^ ) yd2k50(k,r)exp[ik.do-a|k + ko|2].

(3.62)

hc(r) = (^^)
hcij) = (

£

Here, the new constant do = 2xo is the distance between the two measurement
points.
In Eq. (3.60), we also use the functions I\ and 72 defined in Section 3.3. Comparing Eqs. (3.51) and (3.61), we see that h(r) can be found from IIC(T) by setting
the measurement distance do to zero1. 72 can then be found from I\ by using the
substitution ko —* —ko3.4.3

The crosscorrelation coefficient

The second-order envelope signal crosscorrelation coefficient is defined as[l2]

From the previous results, it is clear that the two factors in the denominator are
equal, so we combine them to give ( i \ ^(t)\. Using the definition of the autocorrelation in Eq. (3.19), we can then write the crosscorrelation coefficient as

(3 64)

fw

-

that is, the crosscorrelation at time r divided by the autocorrelation at time 0.

3.5

The power spectrum of the complex signal

In this section, we find a useful expression for the power spectrum of the complex
signal. The Fourier transform of the complex signal ic(t) from one detector is
defined as

lc{y) = [

./o

(3.65)

'This is only a computational short cut, and does not violate the basis for the approximation
in Eq. (2.32).
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where v is the cyclic frequency, and T is the measurement time. Using the definition
of the complex signal in Eq. (3.16), this can be written as

W = /
Jo

dte2ivil/t

/"d 2 x^(x,0/c(x).

(3.66)

where 4> is the relative phase change of the light, fc and fs are the effective instrument functions given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3.7), and we have written
(3.67)
Here, we have introduced the complex time-independent instrument function

= £gi^ e -2|x| 2 /™ 2 e -ik 0 -x

/c(x)

(36g)

The optical parameters in this expression are all defined in Chapter 2. The phase
6(t) in Eq. (3.67) arises from mechanical vibrations, as discussed in Section 2.3. We
can now find the power spectrum of the complex signal. It is given by

Pciy) = IcW)rc{y)

= fTdt'
Jo

fTdt"e2^(t'-t")ei[e(t")-e(t')}
Jo

2

x|d x'|d2x^(x',t>(x")i')/c(x')/c(x").

(3-69)

Writing x = x" - x', d2x = d 2 x', r = t" - t', and dr = -dt', we find that

Pc{u) = fTdt" f

dre-^-eiW)

Jt"-T

J0
2

x | d x " | d 2 x 0 ( x " - x , t "- r )
(3.70)
The time integrals can be transformed as
rT

fT

ft"

/ dt" /
dr
Jo
Jt"-T

=

fT

f0

rT-r

/ dr / dt" + / dr /
Jo
Jr
J-T Jo

dt".

(3.71)

For T « T , the integrals in t" acts as a time averaging of the integrand. Knowing
that 4> is statistically independent of the phase 9, and assuming stationarity and
homogeneity, we see that this results in the appearance of the factor
<«K0,0)<Kx,r)>.

(3-72)

As r increases towards T, this factor vanishes, since the correlation time for these
fluctuations is much shorter than the measurement time. Hence, we may extend the
Ris0-R-1O64(EN)
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integrals in r on the right hand side of Eq. (3.71) towards infinity, and also neglect
T in the limits of the integrals in t", to obtain

= r d - r*?*-2™TJ
J-oo

w)

-e{t" -r)]

JO

x f d2x" jd2x*(x" - x,i" - r)0(x",t")/c(x" - x)/5(x")
= TJdr e~2™T (c^W) | d 2 x ^ ( x , r ) | d V / c (x" - x)

(3.73)

where i?^ is the space-time autocorrelation of the phase changes. Here, we have
introduced the phase difference
9'(T) = 6(t")-9{t"-r).

(3.74)

The factor (exp [i#'(r)]) gives a decrease of the power spectrum. Assuming that
^ ( T ) is small for autocorrelation times r of interest, we may ignore this decrease.
Using the transformation in App. B, we then have that

(3.75)
where Fc and S^ are the spatial Fourier transforms of / c and R^, respectively. Fc
is found in App. C, and the result is that we can write the power spectrum as
= AT f dr I2(r)e-2iTiuT,

pc{y)

(3.76)

hi?) being the function defined in Eq. (3.52).

3.6

The filter function

We have seen that different combinations of the Fourier transforms of the effective
instrument functions determine the wavevectors of the fluctuations which contribute
to the correlations and the power spectrum. In these combinations, the two functions F\ and F2 from Section 3.3.2 always appear. Because of this, we call the
function defined by

(3.77)

\

8

the filter function. The parameter a = w 2 /4 in the exponents of the filter function determines the spectral width, and as noted in App. C, a convenient way of
quantifying this width is to introduce the standard deviation ak by

L

&

(3.78)
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Figure 3.2: The filter function Fi(fc) in arbitrary units for ko = (&o,O). For Gaussian beams, the peaks in the filter function are also Gaussian functions, centered
about the points ko and —ko. Here, their relative standard deviations are given by
Pk = \/2/47r « 0.11. This filter function is the one that corresponds to the fringe
pattern in Fig. 2.3.

We can also define a relative uncertainty /?& in the determination of ko by
(3.79)

V
which can be written as
Pk

=

A

72
NTT'

(3.80)

where A is the fringe wavelength, and iV is the number of fringes in the measurement
area. The larger the fringe number N, the less the relative standard deviation /?&.
An example of a filter function is shown in Fig. 3.2.
We could also have tried to use the full three-dimensional expression in Eq. (2.46)
for the photocurrent to calculate the envelope signal correlations in this chapter.
This would result in a filter function that would depend on kx, ky, and kz. But
since the instrument function has no fringe pattern along z, and furthermore is very
broad in this direction, the filter function would be very narrow in the ^-direction,
with the peak lying at kz = 0. This effectively confines the wavevectors of the
contributing fluctuations to the plane kz = 0. Hence, it is natural to work in the
kx^trplane, a s w e have done here. But to proceed, it is necessary to consider the
fluctuations in all three dimensions. This is done in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

The phase fluctuations
As seen from Section 3.4.2, all that we need now to find the signal crosscorrelation
is an expression for the function S^. This is the two-dimensional spatial Fourier
transform of the space-time autocorrelation R^ of the phase changes experienced
by the laser light in the turbulent region.
The function S^ is found in section Section 4.1, which in advance draws on the
results from the rest of the present chapter, Chapter 5, and App. E. Hopefully, this
way of presenting the results will give an overview of the method used.
To avoid confusion, we use the notation k for three-dimensional wavevectors and
K for plane wavevectors in this chapter.

4.1

Overview

This section gives an overview of the calculations leading to an expression for S<f,.
These concentrate on the contribution from the temperature fluctuations. The
calculations for the pressure contributions are completely parallel, so the results for
these are simply stated at the end of the section.
4.1.1

Refractive index fluctuations

To find an expression for the autocorrelation of the phase changes (£(x, t), we must
consider the turbulent fluctuations in all three dimensions. The phase changes
in two dimensions and the fluctuations in three dimensions are connected by the
relation in Eq. (2.50), which is
4>(x,t) = ki fdz5n(r,t)exp(-z2/2a2L),

(4.1)

where ki is the wavenumber of the laser light, and the standard deviation ai describes the measurement length along the optical axis z. Here, 6n(r, t) denotes the
fluctuating part of the refractive index n(r, t).
As shown in Section 4.2, these fluctuations in the refractive index are caused by
fluctuations in temperature and pressure. For small variations 5T and 6p from the
mean values To and po, respectively, the relation is linear, and for the case of an
ideal gas it is given by
6n(r,t)

= Pr8T(r,t) + Pp5p(r,t),

(4.2)

where the constants fir and (3P are denned in Section 4.2.
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The time evolution of the temperature components

The next step is to write these fluctuations as wavevector Fourier expansions. For
the temperature fluctuations, this has the form

6T(r,t) = y^fOctJc*-',

(4.3)

where T(k, t) are the time-dependent Fourier components. Since we wish to calculate time correlations, we are interested in the answer to the question: given the
fluctuation spectrum T(k, to) at a time to, what is the spectrum at a short time r
later? Let us write the Fourier components themselves as an expansion in angular
frequency:
(4.4)
We now make an assumption which is fundamental for this analysis:
Assumption 4.1 Dispersion relations for the temperature and pressure fluctuations exist.
This means that each Fourier component at time to is assigned a single well-defined
frequency u>T(k, to)) which is assumed to be constant during the short time r. Formally, this can be written as1
f(k,u,t0)

= 2n5[u-uJT(k,to)}f(k>to)-

(4-5)

Inserting this into the frequency expansion in Eq. (4.4) gives us the answer to our
question about the time evolution:

f(k,t o + r) = f(k,io)e~* Wr(k '*°) T ,

(4.6)

assuming, of course, that we know the dispersion relation. Section 5 treats the
problem of finding the dispersion relations for temperature and pressure fluctuations
in a moving, compressible fluid, and Section 7.2 gives the dispersion relation for drift
waves in a plasma.
In a turbulent flow, T(k,to) and u>r(k,to) are both stochastic variables. Their
statistical properties are discussed in Section 4.3, which also considers the constraints imposed on these variables by the demand that the temperature fluctuations
5T must be real.
4.1.3

Including shear

From Eq. (5.31), the dispersion relation for temperature fluctuations in a compressible fluid is
w T (k,t 0 )

-

v(to) • k - ilTk2,

(4.7)

where v(to) is the convection velocity, and 7x is the thermal diffusivity given by
Eq. (5.32). As it is written here, the convection velocity is independent of position.
If we want to include a simple model for linear shear along z of the x-component of
the velocity, we can make the substitution
vx{t0)

-> vx(t0)+axz,

'See App. A for the (27r)-normalization of the delta function.
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fluctuations

where ax is a constant characterizing the shear. This is equivalent to making the
substitution
o) + axkxz.
4.1.4

(4.9)

The contribution from thermal fluctuations

Following [19], we now make yet another assumption, namely that:
Assumption 4.2 The temperature and pressure fluctuations are uncorrelated.
According to the article, this means that we can calculate their contributions to the
correlation functions separately, i.e., that we may write

R+ = Rj + Rl,

(4.10)

where ilT and iff are the space-time autocorrelations of the phase changes arising
from temperature and pressure fluctuations, respectively.
Having found an expression for the time evolution of the thermal Fourier components, we can now find the evolution of the phase changes <£T caused by thermal
fluctuations. This will allow us to find the autocorrelation Rj, and finally the spatial Fourier transform Sj of this function. Calculating the pressure contribution 5?
in the same way will then give us the function
S* = Sj + S*,

(4.11)

which is needed in the expressions for the envelope signal correlation funtions in
Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.2. The details in the calculation of Sj are left for App. E.I,
while the main results are given here.
Using the above equations, we can write the time evolution of the phase changes
caused by temperature variations as

f dz 5T{r, t

0

+ r) exp (-z2/2a2L)

f dd33k -= fhh I 7 ^ 3 T(k, t0) exp [%{K • x - uT(k, t o )r)] G(kx, k2, r),
(4.12)
where we have introduced the two-dimensional wavevector K = (kx,ky) and the
function
G(kx,kztr)

= V2naLexp[-a2L(kz-axkxT)2/2],

(4.13)

which arises from the integration along z. Going to the limit of a large measurement
length, and using Assumptions 4.6 and 4.8 in Section 4.3, we obtain the space-time
autocorrelation of the phase changes

J
x exp [-(axaLkxT)2/2]

ex

P

(exp [-iuT(n, kz = 0)r]) v .

(4.14)

Here, the last average is over the probability distribution for the time variations of
the convection velocity v. The effect of the integration along z has been to confine
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the three-dimensional wavevectors to the plane kz = 0, thus effectively converting
them to plane vectors. With i?J(x,r) written in this form, we can immediately
read off its two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform SJ(K,T):

exp [-(axaLkxT)2/2]

(exp [-IUT(K)T})V

.
(4.15)

For convenience, we have dropped the argument kz = 0. As noted, the calculations
leading to this result are shown in App. E.I.

4.1.5

The average over convection velocity

To proceed, we now insert the dispersion relation given by Eq. (4.7), and carry out
the averaging of the last exponential function in Eq. (4.15) using the probability
distribution for the time variations of v. We make two assumptions, namely that:
Assumption 4.3 The convection velocity distribution is Gaussian in vx and vy.
Assumption 4.4 The components vx and vy of the convection velocity are uncorrelated.
As shown in App. E.2, we then obtain the function

Sj(K,r) = *lvLftkf

(\T(K)\2)

exp [-in • Mr - ITK2T

- {a2xa2Lk2x + a2xk2x + a 2 fcJ)r 2 /2] ,
(4.16)

where u = (ux,uy) is the mean value of the convection velocity, and ax and ay are
the standard deviations. For a given plane wavevector K, this function oscillates in
time with the Doppler frequency K • u. Furthermore, it decays due to thermal diffusion and the temporal and spatial variations of the convection velocity. Eq. (4.16)
has the same functional form as the thermal part of Eq. (23) in [21], except that
the above expression also includes the effect of a time-varying convection velocity.
4.1.6

The fluctuation power spectra

Finally, we use the result found in Section 4.4, where an inverse power law for the
power spectrum /|T(k)| 2 \ is approximated by a Gaussian function in the vicinity of
the measurement wavevector ko = (kox, koy, 0). The use of a Gaussian function will
allow us to calculate an analytic expression for the signal crosscorrelation. Inserting
Eq. (4.57) for the approximate power spectrum, we obtain the result

x exp [ - iuxrkx - (/xr + lTr + a2xa2LT2/2 + a2r2/2)A;2]
x exp [ - iuyTky - (nT + CT + ITT + o'y 7 ' 2 / 2 )^] •
(4.17)
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Here, BT is proportional to the value of the power spectrum at ko, while \i? is
related to the exponent of the inverse power law, and CT is a measure of a possible
anisotropy giving fluctuations whose wavevectors are mostly aligned along the main
flow direction x. This is our final expression for the thermal contribution to S^(K, T).
4.1.7

The contribution from pressure fluctuations

The only major difference between the pressure and temperature fluctuations in our
model is that the pressure fluctuations propagate relative to the fluid, whereas the
temperature variations are simply convected along with the flow. This shows in the
dispersion relation for the pressure modes, which is given by Eq. (5.40) as
wp(k, to) = v(t 0 ) • k ± ck - i-Ypk2.

(4.18)

where the constant 7P is given by Eq. (5.39). This is analogous to the thermal
dispersion relation, except that we now have a term containing the sound speed c.
We can have waves propagating both parallel and antiparallel to a given wavevector
k. Going through the same steps as above, we easily find the result

Sf(K,r)

= ^aL02pkfB±exp[Ticr(kl +
x exp [ - iuxrkx - (fip + 7 p r + a2xa2Lr2/2
x exp [ - iuyTky - (fip + CP +

2

2

]
(4.19)

Here, B+ and B~ are proportional to the values of the power spectra at ko for
sound waves traveling parallel and antiparallel to ko, respectively. The other two
new constants \iv and C,v are analog to the the similar parameters in Eq. (4.17) for
the thermal fluctuations. The above result agrees with the sound wave part of Eq.
(23) in [21].

4.2

Refractive index fluctuations

In this section, the fluctuations in the index of refraction are related to the fluctuations in temperature and pressure.
In the so-called electron oscillator model or Lorentz model, the response of an
atom to a pertubation is modelled by assuming that an electron reacts to a external
force as if it were a charged mass on a spring. The displacement of an electron by
an external electric field gives rise to a dipole moment, and the sum of these atomic
dipole moments in a media sets up a polarization density. Through Maxwell's
equations, this polarization density in turn affects the electromagnetic wave. This
causes the wave to behave differently than in the case of propagation in vacuum,
now obeying the dispersion relation
h

= =^)W|t

(4.20)

where ki is the wavenumber, u>i is the frequency, Q is the speed of light, and n(u>{) is
the refractive index of the medium. For a medium consisting of m different atomic
species, the refractive index can be written as[20]

1=1

6o

(4.21)
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where Ni is the density of atoms of the ith. species and eo is the permittivity of free
space. The polarizability ai(wi) is defined as the ratio of the induced dipole moment
of an atom of the ith species to the electric field that produces this moment. We
want to find a small deviation 5n in the refractive index of a fluid from its equilibrium
value no, and express this in terms of the pressure and temperature fluctuations.
At constant light frequency, the only fluctuating parts on the right hand side of
Eq. (4.21) are the atomic densities. Letting subscript zero denote the equilibrium
value of a variable, we may then write
Sn =
-1/2

eo

2e0

/

using Eq. (4.21) with equilibrium values to obtain the last line. If we assume that
the different atomic species are completely mixed and obey the same equation of
state, the relative variation 8Ni/Nio of an atomic density will be independent of the
species i and equal to the relative variation 8N/N0 in the total density. Using the
equilibrium version of Eq. (4.21) again, this gives
OTl

=

2n 0
< 4 - 23 >

Since the atomic density is a function of the temperature T and the pressure p, we
can write a fluctuation in this quantity as

which combined with Eq. (4.23) gives us the desired relation
dn —

(4.25)

2n 0

between the fluctuations in the index of refraction, the temperature, and the pressure. We can give a more explicit result if the fluid obeys the perfect-gas law
p =

(4.26)

NkBT,

where ks is Boltzmann's constant. In this case, the thermodynamic relations in
Eq. (4.25) evaluated at equilibrium are
(d_N\

_

{dTjp

~

opJT
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kBT$ "
kBT0

TVo

"To'
po
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which gives the simple expression

Sn

. =£!(£-£)

(4.29)

2n0 \po To)
for the refractive index fluctuations. For convenience, we define the two constants

2^o po'
so that we can write
6n = prST + Ppdp.

(4.32)

This is one of the results used to obtain Eq. (4.12).

4.3

Properties of the Fourier components and the dispersion relation

In this section, we look at the properties of the wavevector components of the
temperature and pressure fluctuations. In our model, these two types of fluctuations
are very similar, so it is sufficient to examine one of them. As an example, we use the
temperature variations. We also regard the statistical properties of the dispersion
relation.
4.3.1

Constraints giving real fluctuations

We recall the Fourier expansion of the temperature fluctuations ST(r, t) in Eq. (4.3):

5T(r,t) = Jj0-zf%t)e^-v.

(4.33)

The demand that 5T must be real gives the condition that

f ( - M ) = T*(M).

(4.34)

The expression for the time evolution of T is given by Eq. (4.6) as
o r

) .

(4.35)

If we allow u>x(k, to) to be complex, we see that we can include an eventual growth
or decay of the Fourier component during the time r. Inserting Eq. (4.35) into
Eq. (4.34) then gives us the constraint on u>x(k, to):

or

(4-36)
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4.3.2

The dispersion relation

In Chapter 5, it is shown that u*r(k,£o) depends linearly on each convection velocity
component Vi(to). If the convection velocity v(£o) varies in time, these components
are random variables with some probability distribution function, and the frequency
uJr(k, to) is then also a random variable. We allow for a variation in the convection
velocity during the averaging time, but make one important assumption:
Assumption 4.5 The convection velocity is constant during the short crosscorrelation time r.
This time is of the order of the time-of-flight of the fluctuations from one measurement point to the other. According to [19], this assumption is usually a very
reasonable one for laser anemometer analysis. If we make use of it, the frequency
UT can be treated as being constant during this short time as well.
4.3.3

The Fourier components

The Fourier coefficients T(k, to) are also stochastic variables, and we need to examine and make assumptions about their statistical properties.
First of all, since the quantity 5T is a deviation from a mean value To, its average
is zero, leading to components of zero mean value:

(f(k)) = 0.

(4.37)

Furthermore, we can make three reasonable assumptions. The first is that:
Assumption 4.6 The temperature fluctuations are homogeneous.
This means that the autocorrelation i?T(r',r") of temperature variations at different points in space is a function only of the relative positions, i.e. that
J2r(r',r") =

(5T(r',to)ST(r",to))

=

RT(r'-r").

(4.38)

In App. F, it is shown that this relation is equivalent to the equation
(f(Mo)t(k',to))

-

(27r)3<5(k + k ' ) / | f ( k ) | 2 \

(4.39)

for the autocorrelation of the Fourier components. Furthermore, we can write the
complex Fourier components as
f(Mo)

= A(k,to)ei9(k>to\

(4.40)

where the amplitude A(k,to) and the phase O(k,to) are both real. Eq. (4.34) gives
the conditions that
A(-k,t0)

= A(k,t0)

(4.41)

and that
0(-Mo)

=

-0(k,to).

Using this, we can now make the second assumption, which is that:
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Figure 4.1: The time variation of the amplitude of a Fourier component. It is
assumed that the probability that A(k, to) has a certain value at a time to is given
by a Gaussian distribution function.

Assumption 4.7 The time variations of the amplitude A(k, to) of the temperature
fluctuation components follow a Gaussian probability distribution.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The same basic assumption is also used in [17]. It
is the basis for converting the moments of the phase changes from fourth order to
second order in Eq. (3.23).
Finally, we will make use of
Assumption 4.8 For the temperature fluctuation components, the amplitude
A(k, to) and the phase d(k, to) are both statistically independent of the convection
velocity v(to).
A similar assumption is made in [6]. Since ur(k, to) is a function of the convection
velocity, we can now write

(f (k, t o )f (k', t0) exp [-iur(k, to)r])
=
=

(A(k)i4(k')exp [i9{k) + iO(k')] exp[-iwr(k,t o )r])
(A{k)A(k')exp [t0(k) + id(k')]) (exp[-zw T (k,t o )r]) v

=

(27r)35(k + k') ( | f (k)| 2 ) (exp [-iurik, to)r])v ,

(4.43)

using Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40). The last expectation value on the right hand side can
be found as an average over the probability distribution of v, which we have made
explicit by the subscript. Note that it is necessary that both the amplitude and
phase be independent of the velocity to obtain the general result in Eq. (4.43), in
case we have k ' = —k, which will make the phases cancel out.

4.4

The fluctuation power spectra

In this section, we look at the form of the three-dimensional power spectra
ST(k)

= (|f(k)| 2 )

(4.44)
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SOUND WAVES

MEASUREMENT
POINTS
NOZZLE

Figure 4.2: The propagation of sound waves excited at the nozzle of a jet. In addition
to the propagation shown here, the waves are also transported by convection.

and
p(k)

(4.45)

=

of the temperature and pressure fluctuations.
In the case of isotropic turbulence, the power spectra will often obey an inverse
power law in the wavenumber k — |k|. In calculating the correlation functions, we
assume this formally:
Assumption 4.9 The fluctuation power spectra obey an inverse power law in
wavenumber.
For the temperature fluctuations, for example, we can write this as

S!»(k) = DT{J-j

, isotropy.

(4.46)

Here, ko is the wavenumber at which we measure, m j is a real number, and

Dr = S£\ko)

(4.47)

is the value of the power spectrum at ko.
One could easily imagine a situation in which the turbulence is anisotropic, i.e.
where the wavefronts have a prefered orientation. This could be the case for sound
waves originating from the nozzle of a small jet. Pressure fluctuations would be
excited at the point-like opening and would propagate as approximately spherical
waves, if we disregard the effect of convection. If the measurement points lie on the
jet axis, the wavectors of the fluctuations at these points would tend to be aligned
along the x-direction, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
We can model such an anisotropy by including an additional distribution function for k in the expression for 5x(k). For the case where the wavevectors are mostly
parallel to the flow direction, we can use a simple distribution function which is constant in kx and Gaussian around zero in ky. Since we measure at kz = 0, we need
not worry about the distribution for this wavevector component. Multiplying such
a distribution with the expression for isotropic turbulence in Eq. (4.46) gives the
power spectrum

4 a ) (k) = DT
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anisotropy.
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Here, Cr is a measure of the anisotropy of the temperature fluctuations, Qr = 0
corresponding to isotropy. With a normalized parameter
(4.49)

for the anisotropy, the Gaussian factor is
exp [-

(4.50)
If we insert either of the functions in Eqs. (4.46) or (4.48) into Eq. (4.17), which must
then be inserted in expressions like Eq. (3.61) to give the signal crosscorrelation, we
get an integral which we cannot calculate analytically. A way around this obstacle
would be to approximate the inverse power law by a Gaussian function. We can do
this because we only need the fit to be good in a region around the measurement
wavenumber ko determined by the filter function. To keep the isotropic character
of the k~m dependency in the approximation, we choose the peak of the Gaussian
function to lie at k = 0. Hence, we must fit the function
Sj, (k) = BT exp [—HTk2]

(4-51)

to 5jl (k) in the vicinity of k = ko. We determine the constants BT and \IT by the
condition that the values of the functions and of their derivatives must be equal at
ko, respectively. We find that
BT exp [-/iyfco]

=

(4.52)

and that
dS®

dSrp

dk

dk

ko

(4.53)

or, using Eq. (4.52),
(4.54)

2k0

Inserting this back into Eq. (4.52) gives the other constant as
BT

(4.55)

=

so that the resulting function with the best fit is

—J exp

mT ( k

(4.56)

This function and the inverse power law are shown in Fig. 4.3, together with a typical
filter function. The corresponding approximate power spectrum for the anisotropic
case is

4)

(4.57)
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Figure 4.3: The solid line shows the inverse power law spectrum for isotropic fluctuations for the case m? = 3. The dashed line shows the Gaussian approximation
to the power spectrum, and the curve drawn in a dotted line is the filter function,
shown for a standard deviation of o^ = O.lko. The approximation is optimized at
the wavenumber at which the filter function has maximum value.

The power spectrum for the pressure fluctuations can be treated in complete analogy
with the temperature case discussed above, so that we get the same expressions, but
with possibly different constants mp, fj,p, £p and C/p, and with two values and D~
for the level of the power spectrum. These are for sound waves travelling parallel
and antiparallel to a given wavevector, respectively. The corresponding constants
and B~ are then given by the analogues of Eq. (4.55).
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Chapter 5

Dispersion relations
This chapter is concerned with the derivation of the dispersion relations for the
low-frequency hydrodynamic modes present in a moving, compressible fluid. The
starting point is the dissipative version of Euler's equation, together with the continuity equation. Following a familiar procedure, these equations are linearized by
inserting the fluctuating quantities written as constants plus small amplitude plane
waves. The resulting equations are then solved to give the frequency as a function
of wavenumber. This dispersion relation reveals the existence of two propagating
pressure modes, which are the sound waves. The inclusion of entropy fluctuations
in the model gives rise to an additional non-propagating heat mode, and also to
an increased damping of the original pressure modes. The decay terms have the
same structure for all three modes, and insertion of numerical values shows that
the decay time scales are similar if the fluid under consideration is air at standard
conditions.

5.1

The linearized dissipative Euler's equation

We start from the dissipative version of Euler's equation and the continuity
equation[8]
v),
=

0,

(5.1)
(5.2)

where p is the mass density, p is the pressure, v is the convection velocity, and 77
and C are the shear and bulk viscosities, respectively. To determine the linearized
mode structure of the fluid, we write p, pt the temperature T and the entropy 5 per
unit mass as equilibrium parts plus small deviations from equilibrium, e.g.
p(r,t)

= po + 8p(r,t).

(5.3)

Furthermore, we assume that:
Assumption 5.1 The fluctuating parts of the mass density, the pressure, the temperature, and the entropy vary as plane waves.
For the density, for example, this is expressed as
Sp(r,t)

= p^O* • ' - " * ) ,

(5.4)
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where p\ <C po is a constant.
We do not assume that the convection velocity v varies according to Eqs. (5.3)
and (5.4). Instead, we make the assumption that:
Assumption 5.2 The temporal and spatial variations of the convection velocity are
slow compared to the variations of the other variables.
For the continuity equation, this gives that
=

0,

(5.5)

or, dropping the small term 5pV • v and using Eq. (5.4),

= i(u-k-v)6p.

(5.6)

We take the divergence of Euler's equation, using Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), and (5.6), and
retain only first order terms. The first term on the left hand side gives

u;(u> -k-v) + ik-—
=

u(u! - k • v)5p,

(5.7)

since the variations in v are slow. The second term gives
V • [p(v • V)v] = p o (V • v) 2 + p o v • V(V • v) + [(v • V)v] • V5p
= -(LJ - k • v)26p2/p0 - k • v(u - k • v)5p + ik • [(v • V)v]8p
= —k • V(LJ — k • v)6p.
(5.8)
The pressure term becomes
-V2p

= k26p,

(5.9)

and the two last terms on the right hand side can be combined since V • (V 2 v) =
V 2 (V-v), giving

(5.10)
where £' = £/p, and v = rj/p is the kinematic viscosity. Collecting terms, we have
that
[(LJ - k • v) 2 + z ( | i / + C') A; 2 (w-k-v)| Sp-k2Sp

= 0.

(5.11)

This is the linearized version of Euler's equation for a fluid moving with velocity v.
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5.2

The pressure modes

The pressure and temperature are functions of s and p via the equation of state for
the fluid. Hence, we may write

for small changes in the pressure. Neglecting the entropy production by viscosity,
the fluctuations in entropy arise from temperature diffusion. The parameter governing this effect is the thermal conductivity K. Suppose now that K were zero.
The entropy would then be constant, and from Eq. (5.12) we would have the simple
relation
5p = c26p

(5.13)

between the pressure and density fluctuations. The constant c is given by
2

(dp\
\dp).

c^/d
cv\dp

(dp\

(514)

where 7 = cvjcy is the ratio between the mass specific heats at constant pressure
and volume, respectively, which are defined by
()

(5.15)

and

cV = T{£);

(5.16)

Inserting Eq. (5.13) into the linearized Euler's equation Eq. (5.11) gives the sound
mode frequency equation
^

2

(u-k-v)-c2k2

= 0,

(5.17)

with the approximate solution
wp(k) = v - k ± ck~\ ( ^ + C ) * 2 ,

« = 0.

(5.18)

The constant c is seen to be the sound speed. To indicate that this is the the dispersion relation for pressure waves, the subscript p has been added to the frequency.
This solution satifies the analogue of the condition in Eq. (4.36). Inserting the above
into the plane wave expression in Eq. (5.4), we see that the negative imaginary part
leads to a decay of the fluctuations.

5.3

The entropy equation

If we want a more complete description of the fluid, we also need an equation for
the production of entropy. We start from the energy equation[5]
P^

= -V-q-pV-v + e,,.

(5.19)
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Here, D/Di = d/dt -f- v • V is the substantial derivative, u is the internal energy per
unit mass, q is the heat flux vector, and ev is the irreversible production of internal
energy by viscous dissipation. If we assume that the thermodynamic quantities
can be locally defined in a non-equilibrium situation, then u can be related to the
entropy s and the volume v (both per unit mass) according to the thermodynamic
relation
du = Tds-pdv,

(5.20)

where T is the local temperature. Using v = 1/p, this can also be written as
du = Tds + ^dp.

(5.21)

This gives us an expression for the substantial derivative of u:
Du
Dt

rV±,P_Vp.
2

Dt

p Dt

= Tg-2V.V,

(5.22)

since, from the continuity equation,

Be . | + T . V ,

=

_,V.T.

(6.23)

When Eq. (5.22) is inserted into the energy equation, we get that
pT^

= - V - q + £l/.

(5.24)

The entropy production ev from viscosity consists of terms second order in derivatives of v and is therefore negligible in our linear model. The heat flux vector can
be written as
q

=

-KVT,

(5.25)

where K is the thermal conductivity. For small fluctuations, we can assume that /c
is constant, which to first order gives us that
poTo—

= KV25T.

(5.26)

This is the entropy equation.

5.4

Including entropy fluctuations

When entropy fluctuations are included, there is a diffusive heat mode in addition
to the two sound modes. The entropy fluctuations also contribute to the damping
of the pressure waves.
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Figure 5.1: Dispersion relations for the sound modes and the thermal mode at small
wavenumbers, for an observer moving with the fluid. The pressure frequency is
approximately linear in k, while the temperature frequency is second order in k.

5.4.1

The thermal mode

When the thermal conductivity K is non-zero, a diffusive heat mode emerges from the
entropy equation Eq. (5.26). Since the entropy and temperature fluctuate according
to Eq. (5.4), the entropy equation gives us the form of the dispersion relation for
this mode right away:
-i(u - k • V)P0TQ6S

=

-k2K8T,

(5.27)

or
1,
u — k •v

=

i.2 K 6T
— ik————.
PQTQ os

(5.28)

We see that the ratio 5T/5s is constant for a given wavenumber and frequency, so
the fluctuations in temperature and entropy are on the same temporal and spatial
scale in the heat mode. We may write a temperature change as
5T =

(5.29)

dp

Let us concentrate on a given small wavenumber k. For an observer moving with the
fluid (v = 0), the frequency of the thermal mode is proportional to k2 and is much
less than the frequency, proportional to k, of the pressure modes. This means that
the fluctuations in temperature and pressure are on very different time scales at a
given spatial scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. We may therefore adiabatically
eliminate the pressure fluctuations in Eq. (5.29) to get that
5T =

—Us

=

(5.30)

using Eq. (5.15) in the last step. Inserting this in Eq. (5.28) gives the dispersion
relation
WT(1C)

=

v •k - i

(5.31)
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where the thermal diffusivity 73- is given by
K

IT

(5.32)

=

We see that the thermal mode is non-propagating relative to the fluid, and that it
decays due to diffusion. This result for the decay term agrees with that in [21]. The
condition in Eq. (4.36) is satisfied.

5.4.2

The pressure modes

Here, we wish to find the dispersion relation for sound modes when entropy fluctuations are included. Again we make use of the fact that the sound wave frequency
is much larger than the thermal diffusion frequency. Using that T = T(p, s), we can
rewrite the entropy equation as

DSs
Bt

Idsj
T )l p
">"\d8j

BPJ/

V2<5s

-

(5.33)

Let us compare the two terms in 8s for the case of sound modes:
K{dT/ds)pV26s
pQT0D6s/Dt

K

TQ(ds/dT)p

k2Ss
t(w - k • v)Ss

cy ck

OQ
1K

-k

POCpC

77T

(5.34)

k.

For air at standard pressure and temperature, 7 7 T / C = 8.2-10 8 m (see Section 5.6.)
The ratio in Eq. (5.34) is thus much less than one at small wavenumbers, so we may
neglect the V2<5s term in Eq. (5.33). We then have that
8s

=

k2

i(u>-k-v)p 0 T 0
— k-v) 2
u) — k • v

=

(dT\

K

\dpjl
K

PQTQC2 \

K

.

dp

(dT/dP)s

—i(u — k - v )
'poTo (dp/dp). 8p,

where we have used that (w — k- v) 2 = c2A;2 -\-O(k3) for sound waves. Inserting this
into Eq. (5.12), we get the relation

»-

^-^^ZT''^

(5.36)

between the pressure and the density. As shown in App. H, this can also be written
as

sP =

(5.37)
cv

When this is inserted into the linearized Euler's equation, we get the sound mode
frequency equation
=
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where

= f ^ + l+ ^ T T .

(5.39)

The equation has the approximate solution
wp(k)

=

vk±

ck-ijpk2,

K^O.

(5.40)

This dispersion relation gives the decay scale of the sound waves wanted in [19].
The result agrees with [21].
We can also find the sound speed. Assuming that the fluid obeys the perfect-gas
law
P =

^ ,

(5.41)

where R is the gas constant and \i is the mean molecular weight of the gas, we find
from Eq. (5.14) that
(6 42)

^

-

where To is the equilibrium temperature.

5.5 Included and neglected effects
Looking at the thermal dispersion relation in Eq. (5.31), we note that the leading
term in this expression for the conversion from spatial to temporal oscillations is
v • k. If this were the only term, the dispersion relation would be a mathematical
expression of Taylor's frozen pattern hypothesis, in which the turbulence is regarded
as a frozen pattern of eddies being swept past the observer at the convection velocity
(assuming that the temperature variation structure matches the small-scale velocity
structure.) This hypothesis was first stated in [28], and e.g. [9] gives a discussion of
it.
But in addition to this term, we also have a term expressing the diffusive decay
of the temperature variations. The decay constant is seen to scale as the squared
inverse of the fluctuation wavelength. Hence, the dispersion relation in Eq. (5.31)
expresses the convection of a temperature pattern which changes its appearance due
to the more rapid diffusive decay of the small-scale structures than of the large-scale
structures. The distortion of the fluctuation pattern due to small-scale variations
in velocity is neglected, and so is the production of new temperature variations.
This is a consequence of the fact that we assume v to vary on larger scales in time
and space than the other fluctuating quantities, and that we write the variations
of the latter as plane waves. The last part means that the fluctuations on different
spatial scales are not allowed to interact, which is the basis for the assumption of the
existence of a dispersion relation as expressed by Eq. (4.5). The same simplifications
are used in [19]. In taking the spatial Fourier transform of Eq. (5) for the energy
balance in that article, the transform of the term v • W6T is simply written as

JF{v-V<5T} = v-^{V(5T}

=

-tk-vf(k).

(5.43)
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Definition

Value
293.15
1.293
0.026
18.2 • 10~6

T
P
K

V

c

cp
7

Cp/cy

R
V

V/P

IT

K/pCp
2u/3 + ( 7 - 1)7T/2

lp

ipIlT

1.00 • 103
1.40
8.314
28.96 • 10~3
14.1 • 10~6
20.1 • 10- 6
13.4 • 10- 6
0.67

c

343

c

343.4

calc
exp

Units
K
kg/m 3
W/m-K
N • s/m2
J/kg • K
J/K • mole
kg/mole
m 2 /s
m 2 /s
m 2 /s
m/s
m/s

Table 5.1: Constants for air at standard temperature and pressure.

In a full treatment, the term on the left hand side would lead to the generation of
new harmonic components of T, and in particular to the growth of components of
increasing wavenumber, i.e. a cascade of the spectrum, as discussed in for example
[3].

The sound wave dispersion relation in Eq. (5.40) can be interpreted in the same
way as the thermal dispersion relation, except of course that we have a different
decay constant, and an extra term describing the oscillations in time due to the
propagation of these waves with the sound speed c.

5.6

Numerical values

To compare the decay times of the thermal and sound modes, all the relevant
constants for air at a temperature of 20 °C and a pressure of one atmosphere are
given in Table. 5.1. These values are found in [2, 8].
We can define decay times TT and r p for the thermal and sound modes, respectively, by
=

(5.44)

rp(k) EE

(5.45)

rT(k)
and

For a given wavenumber, the ratio between the two decay times is
TT(k)

(5.46)

Hence, the decay times are similar, but the thermal modes decay somewhat faster.
Decay times for a range of wavenumbers are shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Decay times for thermal and sound modes at different wavenumbers.
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Chapter 6

The expected signal correlation
functions
Let us recapitulate the main results obtained in the last three chapters. In Chapter 3
we established calculational expressions in the Fourier domain for the envelope signal
correlation functions. In Chapter 4, we found an analytic expression for the Fourier
transform of the phase change autocorrelation function. This is to be inserted into
the expressions mentioned above. The derivation of the latter function was based on
the assumption of the existence of dispersion relations for the fluctuations. These
dispersion relations were found in Chapter 5.
We are now ready to combine these results to find the envelope signal correlation
functions. We will also write these functions in a normalized form, and try to understand the physical meaning of the various terms. The results are then compared
with those in [19]. After this, the optimal choice for the measurement wavenumber
in an actual experiment is estimated. Finally, an expression for the power spectrum
of the complex signal is found.

6.1

The crosscorrelation

As noted in Section 4.1.4, it is stated in [19] that we can find the signal crosscorrelation as a sum of the independent crosscorrelations due to the temperature and
pressure fluctuations. Since we have sound waves propagating in opposite directions,
this sum should be written as

( 2 >i£( T)

=

WB??(T)

+

WR?*+(T)

+

(6.1)

WB?»-(T).

Once again, the thermal contribution is calculated in detail, while the result for the
pressure waves is found by copying this derivation.
6.1.1

The temperature contribution

Here, we calculate the temperature fluctuation contribution to the envelope crosscorrelation. From Eq. (3.60), we have the calculational expression
,

(6.2)

where the functions ljc and ljc are given by Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62) as
ik- do — a|k — ko| 1 , (6.3)
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.

(6.4)

As noted in Section 3.4.2, if and ij can found from T[c and /£. by setting the
measurement distance do to zero. We now calculate / ^ ( T ) using the experimental
parameters
do = (do,0)

and

Inserting this and Eq. (4.17) for Sj(k,r)

ko = (*o,O).

(6.5)

into Eq. (6.3), we find that

x / dfcx exp [i(do ~ uxr)kx + 2akokx — a
x exp [-(a + iiT + 7TT + a ^ T 2 / 2 + a2xr
x / dA;y exp \-iuyTky

- (a + /ir + Cr + TT^ + CT^
(6.6)

Defining the variable
a2xa2LT2/2 + a2xT2/2,

(6.7)

for ease of notation, and using the result for complex Gaussian integrals given in
App. G, the integral in kx gives
/ dkx exp [i(do - uxr)kx + 2akokx — (a
TV

— — exp —

4(o + brx)
(uxr - do)2

iko(do — uxr)
(6.8)

Defining also
6rtf

=

Air + Cr + 7Tr + 4 r 2 / 2 ,

(6.9)

the integral in fcy gives
r

I dky

e x p

2 i
~ 4(Q

+ fw, ) '
(6.10)

Inserting Eqs. (6.8) and (6.10) into Eq. (6.6), we find that
2

aLBT

(uxr - dp)2 _ k$bTX
4( + 6 )
l + b/

U2T2

4( + b)

ikojdo - uxr)
l + b/
(6.11)
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6.1 The crosscorrelation
As seen by comparing Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), I^c can be found from this expression
by making the substitution ko —• — k<). Since the constant BT OC / |T(ko)|2y is left
unchanged by this operation, the only difference is that the exponent in the last
complex exponential function changes sign. When we multiply I^c and iJc this
exponential function therefore disappears, leaving the product
Iic(r)ll(r)

=
u2yr2/2a

{uxr - dp)2/2a +

x exp

1 + brv/o.

1+

, (6.12)

where we have defined the constant
_

(6.13)

16

Prom Eq. (6.11) with d0 = 0 and r = 0, we find that

eX p [-

IJ(O) = CT (1

. (6.14)

L
Since this does not depend on the sign of ko, we have that

IJ(Q) = IJ(O).

(6.15)

The crosscorrelation can now be found from Eq. (6.2), and the result is

(UXT -

x exp

d0)2/2a

1+

U\T2

J2a

(6.16)

We see that the envelope detection in the signal processing has removed the Doppler
frequency oscillations from the crosscorrelation.

6.1.2

The pressure contribution

Copying the above calculations, we find that the two contributions to (2>Rfc(r)
arising from sound waves propagating in opposite directions are given by

xexp

-•

bpx/a

u2yT2/2a
>, (6.17)
1 + b-nu/a

where we have denned the variables
bpx

=

(6.18)
(6.19)
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and the two constants
±

B

Here, the absolute value of the correlation time has been taken in the terms for the
fluctuation decay, since the wave propagating in the opposite direction of the flow
will give a correlation peak at negative values of r.

6.2

The autocorrelation

We also wish to calculate the autocorrelation of the envelope signal from one detector. The autocorrelation function can be found from Eq. (3.53) as
/ 2 (r),

(6.21)

where the functions I\ and J2 are defined in Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52) as
(6.22)

(6.23)

Since these expressions are like Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) except for the factor in the
measurement distance, the autocorrelation can be found from the crosscorrelation
with do = 0. This gives the contributions

(6.24)

and

+ lip/a

x exp

(ux ± c)2T2/2a

•pc

u2yr2/2a
1 + bmj/a

(6.25)

Hence, the only difference between the autocorrelation and the crosscorrelation is
the location of the correlation peak.

6.3

The absolute level of the correlations

The constant factors in front of the correlation functions determine the absolute
level of the correlations. Here, these factors are expressed in terms of the basic
parameters of the problem.
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Using Eqs. (1.4), (1.5), and (8.50) for crL,

aL

= h2ZHL „
4

!^L>

(6.26)

KQ

and inserting Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11) for C\, Eq. (3.41) for a, Eq. (4.30) for fa,
Eqs. (4.47) and (4.55) for BT, and Eq. (4.20) for the ratio ki/wi, we obtain the
result

(6.27)
Here, P is the laser power in W. Likewise, we find that

(6.28)

The parameters which can most easily be varied in the course of an experiment are
written to the right in these expressions. We see that the correlation level decreases
if the beam waist radius is increased. This can be attributed to the fact that the
bandwidth of the contributing fluctuations narrows as the measurement wavevector
becomes more well-defined. If the fringe distance 2n/ko is increased by the same
relative amount as the beam waist, i.e. if the fringe number is held constant, the
correlation level will be left unchanged.

6.4

The correlation functions in normalized form

In order to examine the general effect of the various parameters on the correlation
functions, we rewrite these functions in a normalized form.

6.4.1

Dimensionless variables

The first step is to introduce new dimensionless variables. Let us define the standard
deviations of the convection velocity components in the x and y directions, taken
relative to the velocity in the z-direction, by
(3X = ox/ux,
py = ay/ux.

(6.29)
(6.30)

These are the relative variations due to fluctuations in time. The relative variation
due to shear is defined as
0sxh = axaL/ux,

(6.31)

where ax is introduced in Section 4.1.3. The ratio r)u between the mean values of
the two velocity components is
rju =

uy/ux.

(6.32)

This is the relative transverse velocity if we measure flow speeds in the x-direction.
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The Mach number M. is the ratio between the flow speed u and the sound speed
c. If the main flow is along x, we can approximate this by the definition
M

= ux/c.

(6.33)

We also need the parameter x, defined as the distance between the two measurement
volumes divided by the diameter of these, or
X = do/2w.

(6.34)

Prom Eq. (3.79), the relative uncertainty j3k in the determination of the measurement wavenumber is given by

Prom Eq. (4.54), we already have a dimensionless number characterizing the form
of the power spectrum, namely
mT

= 2fiTko,

(6.36)

and Eq. (4.49) gives the normalized anisotropy parameter

CT = Crfcg.

(6-37)

The average time needed for the fluid to traverse the measurement distance is
TU = do/ux,

(6.38)

and we can normalize the time r to this by defining
r'

=

r/ru.

(6.39)

Refering to Eq. (5.44), we can also define a constant equal to the decay time for
thermal fluctuations with wavenumber fco by
rT

=

l/lTk20,

(6.40)

and the corresponding normalized constant
4

= rT/ru.

(6.41)

The definition of the normalized decay time r ' for the pressure fluctuations is similar
to this.
We will also need the relative levels of the different contributions to the correlations. These are given by

s
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The terms in dimensionless form

Using the above variables, we can now rewrite the different terms in Eqs. (6.16) and
(6.24). We have that
2lTk2QT

= 2— =

2^-,

(6.44)

while
— 2
r-7r~w'c0T
ux do 2w

VxkoT

=

7,
>
Pk TU

(6.45)

and

so that
2k%brx = mr + 2^- + 8 ( % ^ r ' ) + 8 ( % ^ r / ) .
T
T
\ Pk J
V Pk /

(6.47)

For the term brx/a, we can use the relation

a

2a&o

so the above results yield
(649)

r'T
For the calculation of bry/a, we also need the terms

(6.50)
and

fl

s(lfC

giving that
2

a
For the autocorrelation, we need the result

while the corresponding term for the crosscorrelation is
(UXT

- dp) 2
2a
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Using
ux±c

= (1± 1/M)ux,

(6.55)

the corresponding terms in the sound wave correlations are
(6.56)

and
u

*±f-M2

=

8X*[(l±l/M)T'-l}

(6.57)

The common term in uy can be written as
,2^2

(6.58)

la

6.4.3

The correlation coefficients

We state the normalized correlations in terms of the correlation coefficients. These
can also be written as the sum of the independent contributions. For the crosscorrelation coefficient, for example, we have that
Pc(r') =

(6.59)

To obtain the coefficients, we know from Eqs. (3.54) and (3.64) that we need the autocorrelation at time 0. Inserting the expressions from Section 6.4.2 into Eqs. (6.24)
and (6.25), we find the value

x [1 + 01 (mT + 2&)]""1 exp ( ~ 1

( 6 - 60 )

Inserting the normalized terms into the equations for the crosscorrelation as well,
we obtain finally the coefficients

x [l + 01 (mT + 2r'/4) + 8(/?!V)2 + S^xr')2]
: (mT + 2CT + 2 r ' / 4 ) + 8(/3yXr')2^

mT + 2 T ' / 4 + 8X2(r' - I) 2 + 8 [(#*) 2 + 0i
x exp
x exp

(mT + 2r'/-4)
mT

(6.61)
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and

S(0xXr')2]

{mp + 2\r'\/rp)

-l

x [l + ft {mp + 2C; + 2\r'\/rp) + S(0yXr')2] ~*
mp + 2\T'\/T' + 8X2 [(1 ± I/My

+ /5g]

- I]2 + 8

x exp
x exp

mT,

1 + P2kmp

1 + Pi (mp + 2 ^ + 2\T>\/T'P) +

(6.62)

We find the contributions to the autocorrelation coefficient as a function of the
normalized time in the same way. This gives exactly the same expressions as above,
except that the terms
12
8 X V - I) 2 and 8X2 [(1 ± 1/M)r' - l]'

(6.63)

are substituted by

5x2r'2 and 8 [x (1 ± 1/M) r']2 ,

(6.64)

respectively.

6.5

Graphs of the correlation functions

The crosscorrelation coefficient is shown in Figs. 6.1-6.17 for different values of the
parameters for the optics, the flow, and the spectra. Unless otherwise stated, the
parameters are set as:
optics:

x = 5,

0k =0.1,

which means that the measurement distance is equal to 5 times the measurement
point diameter, and that we have a 10% relative uncertainty in the determination
of the measurement wavenumber;
flow:

77U = O,

0X = O,

0y = O,

0? = O,

M = |,

corresponding to a shearless, laminar flow in the x-direction with a convection
velocity equal to one third of the sound speed; and
spectra:

= mp

= 0,

CT

=

C'P = 0,

I'T=IT'P

meaning that both power spectra are assumed to be flat and isotropic, and that we
have an ideal situation in which the fluctuations do not decay.
The graphs in Figs. 6.1-6.12 are for the case where only thermal fluctuations
contribute, i.e. where
or = 1, a+ = a~ = 0.
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In Figs. 6.13-6.17, the pressure fluctuations are included. Some figures show a
three-dimensional graph of the correlation coefficient as a function of time and of
one of the parameters, while others are simple graphs of the coefficient as a function
of time for a given set of parameters.

0 . 2

0 . 4 0 . 60 . 8

Figure 6.1: The crosscorrelation coefficient pc as a function of the time normalized
to the time-of-flight, shown for standard values of the different parameters, and
assuming that only thermal fluctuations contribute. The crosscorrelation shows a
distinct peak at the time-of-flight.

Figure 6.2: The crosscorrelation as a function of time and of the relative standard
deviations of the convection velocity in the main flow (x) direction. Here, the measurement distance is only twice the diameter of the measurement regions (x = 2.)
Even at quite low relative standard deviations, the peak value has diminished considerably compared to the situation with a laminar flow shown in the preceeding figure.
The situation is completely parallel for spatial velocity variations /?£h.
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Figure 6.3: The same graph as before, but seen from a different angle. This shows
more clearly how the correlation peak is quite small at a relative standard deviation of
the convection velocity of 2%, very small at 3%, and how it has vanished completely
at 4%.

Figure 6.4: The same graph once more, but shown for a smaller range of (3X, and
now seen from an angle which shows clearly how the peak is displaced towards shorter
correlation times as (3X increases. This can be explained by noting that in a situation
with correlation decay, the structures convected at the highest velocity will contribute
with the largest correlation[19, 9].
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Figure 6.5: The variation of the crosscorrelation with fix, but now shown for the
standard value x — 5 for the ratio between the measurement distance and the diameter of the measurement points. The peak now vanishes already at (3X = 1.5%.

Figure 6.6: The crosscorrelation as a function of time and of the relative standard
deviations of the convection velocity in the transverse (y) direction. Note that the
correlation decay is much smaller here than for velocity variations in the main flow
direction.
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Figure 6.7: The decay of the crosscorrelation due to a non-zero transverse velocity.
This effect is explained in Section 6.6.1.
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1. 5

0 .5

r'
Figure 6.8: This graph shows the relative broadening of the crosscorrelation peak at
small values of x- Note that since the other parameters have standard values, we
have no decay or displacement of the peak.

Figure 6.9: The same graph as in the preceeding figure, but now with a relative
standard deviation in the velocity of f3x = 1%. We now have a large decay as x
increases.

Figure 6.10: This figure shows the effect of diffusive decay on the crosscorrelation
function. T'J> is the diffusive decay time normalized to the time of flight. Here,

X=10.
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Figure 6.11: The same graph as before, but now seen from a different angle. This
figure corresponds to Fig. 12 in [19], although the article shows the crosscorrelation
and not the coefficient. The two graphs are in qualitative agreement on the effect of
diffusive decay.
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Figure 6.12: The crosscorrelation as a function of time and of the exponent
in the inverse power law for the temperature spectrum. Here, {3k = 0.2, while the
normalized diffusive decay time is rip = 3. A numerically large exponent leads to a
relative increase of the fluctuations at small wavenumbers. Since the diffusive decay
constant grows with wavenumber, the crosscorrelation decay is slightly smaller at
large values
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Figure 6.13: The crosscorrelation coefficient for equal strengths of the counterpropagating pressure waves, and no thermal fluctuations (a* = a~ = 1/2, a y = 0.) Here,
the Mach number has the standard value M. = 1/3. Since the flow is subsonic, the
sound wave propagating in the opposite direction of the convection gives a peak at
negative correlation times. Appart from a different normalization, this graph is in
very good agreement with the corresponding one in Fig. 7 of [19].

P.

o .8
0.75
0 . 7
0 . 6£
0 . 6

0.55

-1

Figure 6.14: The same crosscorrelation as in Fig. 6.13, but now for a supersonic
flow (M. = 2.) Note that the counterpropagating sound wave then gives a correlation
peak at a positive time delay. This graph is also in fine agreement with the one in
Fig. 8 of [19].
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Figure 6.15: The crosscorrelation coefficient for the case where the three fluctuation
types give equal contributions
= a = o r = 1/3.,) The Mach number is M. = 2,
and the relative st. dev. of the velocity is j3x = 1%. The corresponding graph in Fig.
9 of [19] shows the correlation for a st. dev. of 10%. The predictions are now very
different, the one shown here being the most pessimistic.
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Figure 6.16: The same graph as in Fig. 6.15, but now for a st. dev. of f3x = 3%.
The peak from the thermal fluctuations has disappeared, and the counterpropagating
sound wave peak can barely be seen.
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Figure 6.17: This graph shows how the peaks move closer as the Mach number
increases. Here, M. = 4. This corresponds to Fig. 11 in [19], except that there is
no variation of the convection velocity here.
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6.6

Physical interpretation of the terms in the correlation functions

In this section, we look at the individual terms in the crosscorrelation coefficient
given by Eq. (6.61). The only difference between this and the autocorrelation is the
term 8X 2 (T' — I) 2 , which is substituted by 8X 2 T' 2 in the latter.
The most important time-dependent terms are those in the numerators of the
exponential functions, since except for the term in r]u, they are all larger than the
corresponding terms in the denominators and in the prefactors by a factor j3^ .
Except for one, the important time-dependent terms all give a decay starting at
r' = 0.
6.6.1

Various effects

Ignoring the small terms in the denominator of the first exponential function, we
have a decay factor which is given by
exp ( - 2 T 7 4 ) .

This originates from the decay of the thermal fluctuations. The factor is squared
compared to the decay term for these fluctuations since we correlate the squared
signals.
We also have the term

exp [-8xV - I)2] ,

which gives a broadening of the correlation around the time-of-flight r ' = 1. The
relative broadening is proportional to 1/x, which is the beam diameter divided
by the measurement distance, and this sounds reasonable. Note that the relative
uncertainty in the determination of the convection velocity arising from this effect
alone is not necessarily as large as the relative broadening of the crosscorrelation
function, since the position of the correlation peak as given by the above term stays
at the time-of-flight.
Another term is
At the time-of-flight r ' = 1, this has diminished the correlation by a factor
.21
(6.65)
2

exp [-8(%x) ]

= expl

This diminishing factor is e~2 if we have that
*L = £ . •
ux

(6.66)

do

Refering to Fig. 6.18, we see that this corresponds to a situation where the transverse velocity is so great that a localized fluctuation pattern passing through the
first measurement region will only pass through about half of the second measurement region. That this should give a correlation decay sounds reasonable enough,
since obviously we need to observe the whole fluctuation pattern at the second
measurement point to recognize it completely. Using elliptic beams elongated in
the y-direction would help. The price is that the maximum coherent detector area
then becomes smaller and elliptic as well.
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Figure 6.18: The effect of a non-zero transverse velocity uy, for the case uy/ux =
w/do. A localized fluctuation pattern passing through the first measurement region
is transported sideways during the time it takes to reach the second measurement
region, and therefore does not pass through the entire region. Hence, the signal
crosscorrelation is lowered.

Note that we have a decay term originating from transverse convection even if
the mean velocity in the y-direction is zero. This is the (3y term in the prefactor.
This sounds reasonable, since departures from zero transverse velocity caused by
random fluctuations will also make the turbulence patterns miss some part of the
second measurement region. Note as well that if t]u is non-zero, the additional term
in j5y in the last exponential function will in fact tend to increase the crosscorrelation.
This must be attributed to the fact that one half of the velocity fluctuations will
tend to decrease the non-zero transverse velocity, if the probability distribution is
Gaussian, as we have assumed.
The Assumption 4.4 that the velocity components vx and vy are uncorrelated
may not hold. If the convection has the form of large eddies, then the numerical
value of the transverse component vy might be small when the value of the main
flow component vx is large, and vice versa. Since non-zero transverse velocities give
a correlation decay, this would lead to smaller correlations at times of low values
of vx, i.e. an overestimate of the mean value ux. Still, the inclusion of our simple
model for the transverse velocity is much better than neglecting it altogether.
6.6.2

Decay from variations in the convection velocity

A very important factor in the envelope signal correlation function is
exp [-8(XPxr'/pk)2]

= exp ( - a ^ r 2 ) ,

(6.67)

arising from the time variation of the convection velocity in the direction of the
main flow. This term is present in both the auto- and crosscorrelation.
We can understand the large decaying effect of the velocity variations by looking
at the envelope signal autocorrelation in a simplified situation. The non-constant
part of this is given by Eq. (3.44) as
R(T)

OC

(6.68)

where ic and is are the signals from the two channels in the processing of the
photocurrent from one detector, shown in Fig. 3.1.
Imagine now that the measurement wavenumber is very well-defined, and that
the fluctuations do not decay. A fluid structure with wavenumberfcomoves with convection velocity t>i perpendicular to the system of fringes with the same wavenumber
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fco seen by the detector. Disregarding any complications, the product of the signal
ic at time t\ with the same signal at time t\ + r will then oscillate with the Doppler
frequency:
*c(*i)*c(*i+r)

=

»2(ti)cos(«ifcoT).

(6-69)

If the flow is turbulent, the fluid will have a possibly different convection velocity
V2 at another time t<2, and the product of the displaced signals now oscillates as
tc(*2)*c(*2 + T) =

tj5(t2)cos(«2*or).

(6.70)

Finding the average RCC{T) = (*c(*)*c(* + T)) means taking the average of products
like these over many different times t\, t2, £3, etc. For illustration, we can simply
take the average of Eqs. (6.69) and (6.70). Assuming that
= i2c(t2) = ig,

il(h)

(6.71)

where io is a constant, we find the average

=

.2
(v\ + V2 , \
(v\ - V2 . \
ipcosl—-—KQT I cos I—-—KQT 1 .

V

^

/

V ^

,- „ .
(6.72)

/

We see that this function oscillates as a cosine function of the mean Doppler frequency times an envelope function.
The calculations are the same for the second term in Eq. (6.68), except that the
products oscillate as sine functions instead of cosine functions, so the result for the
simplified average RSC(T) = (*a(*)*c(t + r ) ) is

Rsc(r) = ilsmO^^koAcosh^-korY

(6.73)

Squaring and summing these two expressions as in Eq. (6.68), we obtain the simplified envelope signal autocorrelation function

R(r) = Rl(r) + R2sc(r)
)

(6.74)

We note that the fast oscillations with the Doppler frequency have disappeared,
leaving only the squared envelope function. The functions Rcc, RSc and R are
shown in Fig. 6.19, together with the products of the displaced signals at different
times. Introducing the parameter

o = kpl,

(6.75)

which is a rough estimate of the standard deviation of the velocity, we see that the
squared envelope function reaches the value zero at

The more exact decay term in Eq. (6.67) reaches the value e" 1 at
TO =

-±-.

(6.77)

<JXKQ
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Figure 6.19: The correlation functions for a situation where the products of the displaced signals oscillate with different frequencies at different times. The addition of
two oscillating functions gives the product of a function oscillating with the mean
frequency and an envelope function oscillating with the frequency difference. This
envelope function is drawn with a dashed line. The function R(r) is found be squaring and summing the two other correlation functions shown. The fast oscillations
then disappear, but the decay remains.

We see that the two estimates for the decay time are of the same order (of course,
the envelope function in Eq. (6.74) rises from zero again, but if we have a sum over
a continuum of velocities, this will not happen.) This suggests that the large decay
arises from the mixing of the phases when the signals are displaced and the average
over the whole measurement time is taken. This happens even if the variations in
the convection velocity are slow compared to the correlation time r.
The decay arising from shear,

= exp [-(axcLk0r)2]

,

(6.78)

has exactly the same functional form as the decay term in Eq. (6.67). Apparently,
temporal and spatial variations in the convection velocity play similar roles, although there is a difference. The decay from temporal variations might be reduced
somewhat by calculating the crosscorrelation as the sum of many crosscorrelations
based on very short averaging times. The variation of the velocity during these
short times would probably be smaller, leading to a smaller correlation decay. But
we can not reduce the spatial variation of the velocity in this way. For this reason,
the combination of shear in the flow and the elongated measurement volume poses
a fundamental problem for the two-point CLS method.
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6.7

Comparison with the article by Lading, Saffman
and Edwards

The decay term discussed above is not present in the crosscorrelation function found
in [19]. In the present work, we encounter it for the first time in Eq. (4.16) as
SJ(K,T)

OC

exP[-(a2fc2

+

ff2fc2)T2/2],

(679)

where ax and ay are the standard deviations of the convection velocity components
in the x and y directions, respectively. This term is not present in the corresponding
function given by Eq. (10) in [19]. The difference arises when the authors take the
expectation value of Eq. (7) in the article. In our notation, this is the differential
equation

k

= -k2-yTf(k, t)f (k, t + T) - ^4- exp [-tk • (v + c)(t + r)] f (k, t).
ipQCp

(6.80)

Here, T and p are the spatial Fourier transforms of the variations in temperature
and pressure, respectively. The constant JT is the thermal diffusivity, po is the mean
pressure, po is the mean density, 7 is the ratio of heat capacities, and cp is the heat
capacity at constant pressure per mass of the fluid. Of course, v is the convection
velocity, while c is the sound velocity.
In the article, two assumptions are made in taking the expectation value:
1. The convection velocity is constant during the time it takes a structure to
move through the region of interest.
2. The pressure fluctuations are uncorrelated in time with the thermal fluctuations.
We have made the same assumptions, and they seem perfectly reasonable. The
time mentioned in assumption (1) is the short time r. That the velocity is constant
during this time means that we may write
v(t + r)

= v(t).

(6.81)

This does not imply that we can write the expectation value of the second term on
the left hand side of Eq. (6.80) as

= ik.<v(*))(f(k,t)f(k,t + r)), (6.82)
as the authors have done. Why not? Because the term T(k, t)T(k, t + r) is itself a
function of the velocity v(t). The article shows this explicitly in Eq. (9), where the
averaged value
C TT (k,r)

=

(T(k,t)T(k,t + r ) )

(6.83)

CTT(k,0)exp(ik-vr)exp(-A; 2 7Tr).

(6.84)

is written as a function of the velocity:
C T T(k,r)

=
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If the time averaged value of a variable is a function of the velocity v(t), then the
variable itself must be a function of this velocity. There is no other way in which to
introduce it. And since v(t) is a stochastic variable for a turbulent flow, Eq. (6.82)
cannot be generally true. The only case in which we may uncorrelate the two terms
is for a laminar flow, where the velocity is truly constant, so that
v(t 2 ) = v(ti),

(6.85)

where *2 and t\ may be any points in time. Since the mistake of Eq. (6.82) is made
in a differential equation, the effect is large.
It is not clear whether the velocity in Eq. (6.84) denotes the averaged or the
non-averaged velocity, and the same can be said about the symbol v in the article's
Eq. (10). In either case, the conclusion is not altered.
Let us try to bring the result in the article into agreement with our result. We
go one step back to the differential Eq.(6) of the article:

(6.86)

The velocity in this equation must mean v(t + r). Under assumption (1) we may
use Eq. (6.81) for short times r, and we can therefore treat v as being a constant
in solving the differential equation, since v(i) is not a function of r. Since the
propagation of the sound waves has been made explicit in this equation, the Fourier
transform p of the pressure must be the transform at time t, so that p = p(k, i) is
also a constant when solving the differential equation. For convenience, then, we
introduce the variable
X(T)

= f ( k , i + r),

(6.87)

and the parameters
a

=

b =

ik • v —

_

c — —ik • (v + c).
This allows us to write the equation as
^r

= ax(r) + beCT,

(6.89)

= peaT+qeCT,

(6.90)

OT

with the solution
X(T)

where p and q are constants. Inserting this in Eq. (6.89) yields the value for q:
apeaT+cqeCT
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We can relate the arbitrary constant p to the initial value x(0) by letting r = 0 in
Eq. (6.90), giving that
x(0) =

p + q,

(6.92)

or
p = z(0)

—.
c—a

(6.93)

We then have the solution
x(r)

=

x(0)e a r + -^— (eCT - ear) ,

(6.94)

or, inserting Eqs. (6.87) and (6.88),

f(k,t + r)

,t) exP [zk

;2 TTP9[ k+;
;
v] ++pf{kf;2

fcv]
fc

J

2pocp[ik • (2v + c) -

x < exp [-ik • (v + c)r] - exp [ik • v r - /C^TT] \ •
(6.95)
We can now multiply this by T(k,t) and take the average value to obtain the
temperature correlation function CTT(KT)
defined in Eq. (6.83). Note that we
may assume that

(f(M)p(M)/(v(0)) = (f(k,0)(p(M)</(v(*))>

= 0,

(6.96)

where /(v(t)) is some function of the convection velocity. The last equality follows
from the fact that T is a spectrum of deviations from a mean, so that it has zero
mean value. The first equality can be true because of assumption (2) and since
T(k,t) does not explicitly depend on v(t), whereas T(k,t + r) does. Furthermore,
since Eq. (6.95) is not a differential equation, the error is small even if T and v are
slightly correlated. Using the above result for the last term in Eq. (6.95), we obtain
the correlation function

=

C T T(k,0)(exp(zk-vr)) v exp(-A; 2 7T-r),

(6.97)

where, once more, we have used the fact that the spectrum at time t is not directly a
function of v(t) to uncorrelate the two terms. Since v is the only stochastic variable
in the exponential function, we have written the expectation value of this function
as an average over the velocity distribution. As shown in App. E.2, the averaging of
the exponential function using a normal convection velocity distribution gives rise
to the decay term in Eq. (6.79).
In Eq. (3) of the article, the average over velocity is taken. But this is an
average of the crosscorrelation function for the envelope signal, and since all velocitydependent oscillation terms have been removed at this point, the averaging does
not give rise to a large decay of the correlation. The above analysis shows that the
expectation value should be taken much earlier.
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6.8 The optimal choice of the measurement wavenumber
In this section, the choice of the measurement wavenumber which gives the largest
correlation is estimated. This is useful in the design of the experimental setup.
A good approximation to the time-dependent part of the thermal contribution
to the crosscorrelation coefficient in Eq. (6.61) is
Pc(T)

~

ex

_2(,,X-^

2^_,__^

+

2

_

(

^

O T ) 2

_

P
(6.98)

where we have written the coefficient in the non-normalized form. Even though
the decay terms tend to move the correlation peak towards shorter times r, the
time-of-flight
ru

= do/ux

(6.99)

is still a good estimate of the position of the peak. Inserting this and Eq. (6.26) for
ai, we find the maximum value of the correlation coefficient to scale as
ex

Z I

P

I

ux w)

—

\

ux )

\

ux )

u
(6.100)

wherefcjis the optical wavelength. The second term shows the decay due to linear
shear, illustrated in Fig. 6.20a. We see that this decay is in fact independent of the
measurement wavenumber UQ. On the one hand, a large value offcogives a rapid
decay due to the mixing of phases. On the other hand, it also gives a large beam
crossing angle, which corresponds to a short measurement length. This means that
the spatial variation of the convection velocity, which is of the order axoi, will be
small. These two effects then cancel out. Qualitatively, the effect is the same if the
velocity distribution is parabolic in z, as shown in Fig. 6.20b. This is not the case
if we have a Gaussian velocity distribution that is more narrow than the weighting
function for the contributions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.20c. In this case, a change
of the measurement length would not lead to an appreciable change of the spatial
variation of the velocity seen by the system. Hence, the most optimal configuration
would then be the one with the lowest possiblefco-However, this is more due to the
fact that the spatial velocity variation seen by the system is already at its maximum
possible value. In a situation like this, we cannot hope to see any correlation at all.
The decay due to temporal velocity variations and diffusion, given by the last two
terms in Eq. (6.100), is always minimized by choosingfcoto be small. But lowering fco
without changing the beam waist w decreases the wavenumber resolution. Suppose
now that we want to keep the fringe number constant to avoid this. The fringe
number is given by
A

7T

so we insert w = irN/ko into Eq. (6.100) and obtain
T

u

0(

yd()ko\

/naxdokiN\

f<Jxdoko\

2/CQ
(6.102)
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Figure 6.20: This figure shows three different situations with shear. The solid lines
show the main flow component vx of the convection velocity as a function of position
along the optical axis z. The dotted lines show the weighting function fz(z) for the
fluctuations that give contributions to the detector signal. This function is introduced
in Section 2.5. Fig. (a) illustrates the situation in which we have a linear shear over
the whole measurement volume, Fig. (b) the one in which the velocity distribution
along z is parabolic, while Fig. (c) shows the case where the flow region is more
narrow than the measurement length, and the velocity distribution is Gaussian. The
measurement of the flow near the nozzle of a small jet would correspond to the last
situation.

We see that in a situation with a linear velocity distribution along the measurement
length, the optimal choice of ko is based on a trade-off between the decay arising
from shear and the decays arising from a possible non-zero transverse velocity,
temporal velocity variations, and diffusion. Writing the above expression as
(6.103)

e x p l — aftQ —

Pc,max

where we use the parameters
a

=

J

UX

(6.104)

\ ux

ux

and
b

(6.105)

=

ux

J

we find this optimal choice from
T

dp,c,max

2(T3-afco)exp(-afcg-r5)
L.3
1.2
K

= 0,

(6.106)

K

0

0

yielding the result
ko

=

(6.107)

-

or
(6.108)
2-?Tux/d0}
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This choice gives the slowest decay of the crosscorrelation coefficient. Concerning
the absolute level of the correlation, we know that this is constant for a constant
fringe number (see Section 6.3,) so the above relation appears to give the optimal
choice of ko for the crosscorrelation as well. However, the possibly lower fluctuation
level at high wavenumbers should also be taken into account for this.

6.9

The power spectrum of the complex signal

Using the results from Section 6.1, we can also find the theoretical prediction for the
power spectrum of the complex signal. The calculational expression for the power
spectrum is given by Eq. (3.76) as
= AT f dr I2(r)e-2™T,

Pc(u)

(6.109)

where the function /2(T) is defined in Eq. (3.52). Here, T is the measurement
time, and v is the cyclic frequency. The contribution ij to hij) from temperature
fluctuations is given by Eq. (6.11) withfco—* — &o and do = 0, i.e.

x exp

u\r2

U2XT2

ikouxT

brx/a
(6.110)

Here, ux and uy are the mean values of the convection velocity components, while
the constant CT and the functions brx and 6yy are defined in Section 6.1, and a is
related to the beam waist radius by a = w2/A. As discussed in Section 6.6, some
of the terms in this expression are much more important than others. This means
that we may approximate the function by
Ij(r)

«

C T exp(-m T /2-CT)
\r\ (U2

x exp ikouxT - — -

—T H

o?xo2kliL
•^-

(6.111)

where rrvr and Cy are defined in Section 4.4, the shear rate ax in Section 4.1.3, and
the measurement length parameter a^ in Section 8.4. ax is the standard deviation
of the convection velocity in the main flow direction. The thermal decay time TT
is given by Eq. (5.44). If this decay time is much longer than the time it takes for
fluctuations to pass through the measurement region seen by one detector, then we
can also neglect the term \T\/TT- This allows us to find an analytic expression for
the thermal contribution to the power spectrum:

Pg{v) « 4TC T exp(-m T /2-CT)
x / dr exp [i(koux A

(U2/W2

2ITV)T -

(u2/w2 + a2xa2Lkl/2 + 0^0/2) r 2 ]

+ oclo\klj2 + < 7 ^ / 2 p exp (-mT/2 - &)
/c
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We see that the peak of the power spectrum lies at the cyclic Doppler frequency
v = — ,

(6.113)

and that it is broadened due to the limited beam cross-section and the spatial
and temporal variations of the convection velocity. The contributions to the power
spectrum from the two sound waves are similar, with the peaks lying at
» = ^

A

,

(6.H4)

where c is the sound speed. Prom Eq. (6.112), we see that if we determine the value
of ux from the position of the peak and assume that v? » v%, we can then estimate
the sum of the spatial and temporal variations of the convection velocity from the
broadening.
The fact that the convection velocity variations only lead to a broadening of
the spectrum, and not to a decay as for the crosscorrelation, appears to make the
power spectrum a much more useful tool for determining the properties of the flow.
But the disadvantage is that the power spectrum gives information about the phase
velocity of the fluctuations, and not the group velocity. This becomes clear in the
next chapter, where the measurement of drift waves in a plasma is treated. These
waves have group velocities which differ from the phase velocities. In the model
used here for the temperature and pressure fluctuations, the group velocity is equal
to the phase velocity, if we neglect the comparatively small imaginary parts of the
dispersion relations. In this case, the power spectrum method seems to be preferable
compared to the two-point crosscorrelation method.
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Chapter 7

Application to the measurement
of drift waves
A magnetized inhomogeneous plasma can sustain a particular low frequency electrostatic wavetype, called drift waves. These are believed to be responsible for a
great part of the loss of particles and energy in fusion experiments. Because of
this, the measurement of drift waves is important. Collective light scattering is one
of the methods applied [25], and a two-point CLS configuration is currently being
used at the W7-AS experiment for this purpose[27]. In connection with this, it
is desirable to have an analytic expression for the expected signal crosscorrelation
function. This is found in the present chapter, using the same dispersion relation
method as in the preceding chapters.

7.1

Drift wave measurements

In the experiment at W7-AS, the hot plasma is confined to an approximate torusvolume, as shown in Fig. 7.1. There is a large externally imposed magnetic field
in the toroidal direction, and the plasma density is largest at the centerline of the
torus. The driving mechanism for drift waves is the pressure gradient perpendicular
to the magnetic field[22]. The drift waves are transverse waves, propagating in the
poloidal plane perpendicular to the field, and the beams are therefore placed in this
plane.
The drift wave measurements in plasma experiments use the same scattering
principle as the one used for the measurement of fluctuations in air. Thus, we know
that we can use the dispersion relation for the waves to estimate the envelope signal
crosscorrelation function. This must be regarded as only a rough model, since the
existence of a well-defined dispersion relation for drift waves can be discussed.

7.2

The dispersion relation

We start from the dispersion relation obtained from the linearized HasegawaWakatani equations [22]. Assuming infinite plasma conductivity, the dispersion relation for drift waves is given by
.._
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PLASMA TORUS

POLOIDAL PLANE

BEAMS

Figure 7.1: The geometry of drift wave measurements in the W7-AS stellarator. As
usual, we choose the coordinate system so that the beams are in the z-direction and
the measurement points have different x-coordinates. The toroidal magnetic field is
then along y. The density gradient points toward the centerline of the torus. This
setup is sensitive to drift waves propagating in the x-direction. The measurement
volume is so elongated in the beam direction that group velocities in both the positive
and negative x-direction contribute to the signal. To transform to usual plasma
coordinates, use the substitutions y —• z, z —> x, and x —» y [22].

where k± is the magnitude of the wavevector perpendicular to the magnetic field,
given by k^_ = k\ + k%, and /J,± is the transverse ion viscosity. The effective ion
gyroradius ps is the characteristic spatial scale of the problem and is given by
Ps

=

eB0

(7.2)

where WjC = eBo/nii is the ion cyclotron frequency. Here, kg is Boltzmann's constant, Te is the temperature of the electrons in the plasma, Bo is the magnetic field,
and rrii is the ion mass. The electron diamagnetic drift velocity Voe, given by
VDe

=

-

kBTe din No
eBo
dz

(7.3)

is the wave propagation speed at small perpendicular wavenumbers, psk± <C 1. The
quantity No in this expression is the equilibrium plasma density.
We assume that the background convection velocity is zero in the poloidal plane.
On the other hand, it is known that the background convection velocity is large in
the toroidal ^-direction. Since the beams are in the xz-pl&ne, we can therefore only
obtain a measurable crosscorrelation signal if the variations along y are slow, i.e.
if ky is small. But this is actually assumed in the derivation of Eq. (7.1), by the
condition that ky <C kx.
Furthermore, we measure waves with kz = 0, so we can write the perpendicular
wavenumber as k± = kx. If we define the dimensionless parameter q = pskx, we can
then write the dispersion relation as
Vbe
Ps

i + g2

P2

1 + 92

(7.4)
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When we want to calculate the envelope signal crosscorrelation function, this function will appear in integrals like Eq. (3.61) as the exponent in a complex exponential
function, together with the Gaussian filter function. Because of the non-linearity in
k of the above dispersion relation, it will not be possible to do the integral analytically. But since the filter function is only large around the wavenumbers kx = ±ko
chosen by the experimental setup, we can approximate the frequency around ±ko
by a more convenient function, making only a small error. In doing this, we should
remember that the frequency must satisfy the condition that
W£>(-*x) = -wMfc*),

(7-5)

in analogy with Eq. (4.36) for the thermal dispersion relation. This equation is
obeyed by u>r>(kx) as given by the above dispersion relation, and we must ensure
that it also holds for the approximation. Hence, since we have the dispersion relation
= a(kx) - i(3(kx),

(7.6)

where a and /? are the real and (negative) imaginary parts in Eq. (7.4), the oddness
constraint

a(-kx)

=

-a(kx)

(7.7)

must also hold for an approximation a to a. With ko > 0, we therefore make the
first-order Taylor expansions
c&(kx —

Kx ** • 0 :

kx <: 0 :

a(kx)

(7.8)

where
<y(ko)
Cph

—

"

(7.9)

ko

is the phase velocity at ko, and
da
Cgr

~

1-

dkx

kn

is the group velocity at ko- Here, qo = psko. The approximation to the real part of
UJD is shown in Fig. 7.2. For the imaginary part, the condition is evenness,
p(-kx)

=

p(kx).

(7.11)

A simple approximation to (3(kx) satisfying this is the quadratic function
P(kx)

= 71+ 72A:: ,

(7.12)

where 71 and 72 are constants to be determined from the condition that j3 and ft
must have the same values and derivates at kx = ±A;Q. From
dkx
then, we have that
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Figure 7.2: T/ie reai part of the dispersion relation for drift waves. The frequency
given by Eq. (7.4) is drawn with a solid line, and the approximation in Eq. (7.8)
is drawn with a dashed line. The Gaussian curves show the filter function for the
case of a peak at qo = 3 and a standard deviation of aq = 0.2, which are typical
values for the measurements at W7-AS. The approximation is seen to be good in the
regions where the filter function has a large value.

And from
P(k0)

=

the other constant is given by
71

=
/*

(7.15)

+ 9o2)2

The approximation to the imaginary part is shown in Fig. 7.3. All in all, the
approximation to the dispersion relation is given by

7.3

kx>0:

u>D{kx) =

kx<0:

uD(kx)

=

- A;o) - i 7 i - i

-

+

kx + ko) - in - i-y2l£-

(7.16)

The correlation function

We now want to find the envelope signal crosscorrelation function defined in
Eq. (3.55). We do it by using the computational expression given in Eq. (3.60),
{2)

RftC(r)

=

16/ l c (r)/ 2 c (r),

(7.17)

where h, I2, hc, and I2c are given by Eqs. (3.51), (3.52), (3.61), and (3.62). It
must be emphasized that the plasma really does not fulfill the condition of spatial
homogeneity on which this equation is based.
From Eq. (4.16), we see that the Fourier transform 5 j ( k , r ) of the correlation
function for the phase changes in a fluid caused by temperature fluctuations is
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Figure 7.3: The imaginary part of the dispersion relation for drift waves. The
frequency given by Eq. (7.4) is drawn with a solid line, and the approximation in
Eq. (7.12) is drawn with a dashed line. The Gaussian curves show the filter function
for the case of a peak atqo = 2> and a spectral width given by aq — 0.2, as in Fig. 7.2.

proportional to the temperature power spectrum
2

(7.18)

For a plasma, we may regard the corresponding function 5P(k, r ) for phase changes
caused by drift waves as being proportional to the density fluctuation power spectrum
N(kXtky,kt=0)

(7.19)

As mentioned before, drift wave computations are based on a pseudo-threedimensional model in which ky <C kx. This means that the power spectrum is
assumed to be sharply peaked around ky = 0. For simplicity, we approximate the
spectrum by a delta function in ky, writing
oc

(7.20)

We also need the time dependence of S®(k,r). Looking at Eq. (4.16) for
again, we see that corresponding equation for drift waves is

5f(k,r)
where the frequency cD/j is given by the approximate dispersion relation in Eq. (7.16).
If there are no statistical variations of the dispersion relation, we can ignore the
averaging of the exponential function. I\C{T) is then given by
OC
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oc I d 2 k / N(kx)

\ S(ky) exp [-iuD(kx)T - a\k - k o | 2 + ik • d0]

<x

/ d 2 k S(ky) exp [—i(iiD{kx)T — a\k — ko| 2 + ik • do]

=

/ dkx exp [-iuD{kx)r - a(kx - k0)2 + ikxd0] ,

(7.22)

assuming a flat density-fluctuation fc^-spectrum around ko. We see that we must
use the part of the approximate dispersion relation which is defined for positive kx.
Inserting this, we find that
hc(r)

oc

/ dkx exp [-i(cphA;o - c&k$ + c&kx)r - 71 r -

2

]

x exp [idokx — akx
a

x

*

ex
T

P [»(%

exp
L (4 ya * > ) + ^ L + j f c °( d °y)l ,
K
L

( + 72T)

a + 72r

1 + 72-r/a J

(v7.23)7

or

x exp [i( % - cph)ioT + ^ ( f ^

T )

] ,

(7.24)

where C& is a constant. We can calculate I2C{T) by substituting ko —> —ko in
Eq. (3.61). Since this will move the important region of the integration to negative
kx, we must use the appropriate part of the dispersion relation in Eq. (7.16). Compared to the above calculations, this simply means using — ko instead of ko in the
dispersion relation as well, so hc(T) is given by the above result with ko changed to
—ko- This means that the product of the two functions is given by
, \T f\
hc(r)hc(r)
T

/W
[ (cgrT ~ dp)2/2a + 272fc2r
1
= Cf>(l + 72T/a) exp - ^
, ' ' ,
~ ~ 27ir •
(7.25)
^2,,-L.

Inserting do = 0 and r = 0, we also find that
Ji(0) =

J2(0) = Cz>,

(7.26)

so the result for the crosscorrelation is

Here, the absolute value of the time has been taken in the terms associated with
the decay of the fluctuations. This has been done to allow for the case of having
group velocities in both x-directions, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. If we have weight
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Figure 7.4: The envelope signal crosscorrelation coefficient for typical plasma values,
but with no dissipation, nor any temporal or spatial variations in the group velocity.
The time is normalized to the time-of-flight do/c&. The weight factors are a+ = 0.55
and a_ = 0.45. The plasma parameters are ps = 1.6 mm, fi± — 0, and VJJ£ = 7
km/s. The optical parameters are w — 5 mm, do — 2 cm, and ko = 20 cm~l,
corresponding to go = 3.2.

factors a+ and a_ for waves travelling in the positive and negative rc-direction,
respectively, we will have the approximate crosscorrelation
(2)/?E (T)

— (2)/??"•"Crl 4- ^BP~(T)

(7.28^

where the two contributions are given by

x exp —

/2a
72|r|/a)

(c gr r

-27i|r

(7.29)

The corresponding crosscorrelation coefficient is shown Fig. 7.4 for the case of no
dissipation, and in Fig. 7.5 with dissipation.
We can also find the power spectrum of the complex signal arising from drift
waves. From Eq. (3.76), we see that we can find it as

Pc(v)

= AT f dr I2(T) -2iTiuT

(7.30)

where T is the measurement time, and v is the cyclic frequency. The function hi?)
is defined in Eq. (3.52). We can find it from Eq. (7.24) with ko —» — ko and do = 0.
Neglecting the decay during the short autocorrelation time r, we obtain the function
i

I2(r)

i'

CD exp i

o

(7.31)

w
where w is the beam waist. This gives the power spectrum
(2TTI/

•exp
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Figure 7.5: The crosscorrelation coefficient for a situation with dissipation, but still
no variations in the group velocity. The parameters are as in Fig. 7.4, except that
we now have a transverse ion viscosity given by n±_ = 0.0032 m2/s.

This shows the problem with the use of the power spectrum as a diagnostic tool: the
position of the peak gives information about the phase velocity, and not about the
more interesting group velocity. Hence, it is preferable to use the crosscorrelation
method. Unfortunately, temporal or spatial variations of the group velocity have
the same large decaying effect on the crosscorrelation function for drift waves as
they have for fluctuations in an ordinary fluid. Since the measurement length is
of the order of the entire minor torus diameter, a spatial variation will definitely
be present. The model used here therefore does not predict any crosscorrelation
above the noise level in a realistic application of the two-point CLS method to the
measurement of drift waves at W7-AS.
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Chapter 8

The interference pattern in
three dimensions
In the experiment, we use the interference pattern formed by two similar Gaussian
beams crossing at a small angle. In this chapter the three-dimensional form of this
pattern is examined. The quantities characterizing the pattern can be estimated
using simple geometric arguments, as done in Chapter 1. In addition to this, it
would be interesting to have exact analytic expressions for the intensity and phase
of the interference as a function of position. This would give us a better idea of
the shape of the measurement volume and of the fringes, and it would also be a
test of the simple estimates. Furthermore, we need these expressions to find the
three-dimensional instrument function used in Section 2.5.

8.1

The exact distribution

To find the exact expression for the interference formed by two beams crossing
at an angle 9, we begin by writing down the three-dimensional time-independent
field amplitude for one Gaussian beam. It is not necessary to consider the possibly
different time dependence of the two crossing beams if the difference in frequency is
the RF Bragg cell frequency fi. Since 17 is much smaller than the optical frequency
u>i, this merely makes the fringe pattern move at a steady rate.
The field distribution for a beam making an angle to the z-axis can be found
by defining a new rotated coordinate system and writing the field down in these
coordinates. This is done here for both beams, and the interference is then found
by multiplying the expression for one of the fields by the complex conjugate of the
other field. Transforming back to the original system, we can then find the exact
distribution in ordinary coordinates.
8.1.1

The Gaussian field distribution

For a Gaussian beam with total power PQ and waist WQ at z = 0, the timeindependent field is given by
2PQ

(8.1)
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Figure 8.1: The definition of two new rotated coordinate systems with z-axes along
the beams.

Here, ki is the optical wavelength, while w{z) is the beam radius at z, given by
w(z) = u

1+ ( — ) ,

(8.2)

where ZR is the Rayleigh length, defined as
(8.3)

with A; denoting the optical wavelength. We see that ZR is the distance from the
waist to the point where the beam radius has grown to w = \/2wo- The z-dependent
phase angle <f>(z) is given by
(8.4)

and it decreases slowly from 0 at z = - c o to —7r/2 at z = 0_. It then changes
abruptly to TT/2 at z = 0+ and decreases back to 0 as z —* oo.
Away from 2 = 0, the wavefronts are not plane, but aquire a curvature. This
is expressed by the x- and y-dependent term in the phase part of Eq. (8.1). At
very large distances from the beam waist the surfaces of constant phase are spheres
centered on the middle of the waist.
8.1.2

The interference

Refering to Fig. 8.1, we now define two new coordinate systems, rotated about the
y-axis by 9(2 and — 9/2 relative to the original system. The two beams are then
aligned along the zi-axis and the 22-axis, respectively. Defining the constants
c = cos 0/2

(8.5)
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and
s = sin 0/2,

(8.6)

the transformations from the original system are
= ex — sz

x\

yx = y
Z\

(8.7)

SX + CZ

=

and
X2

=

CX + SZ

2/2

=

y

Z<l

=

—SX + CZ.

(8.8)

In these rotated systems, we can describe the beam amplitudes by expressions like
Eq. (8.1). For example, the amplitude u\ of the beam with direction angle 9/2 is
given by
/2

(8.9)

where Pi is the total power of this beam. The amplitude u2 of the other beam is
given by a similar expression. The interference term is thus given by
2

(z2) \

U
xexp[i(4>(zi)-<f>(z2))].

8.2

(8.10)

The intensity distribution

In this section, we find the intensity of the interference. To a very good approximation, this intensity will be seen to have a Gaussian distribution in x and y. Hence, it
can be integrated to give the interference power as a function of z. This integration
is also performed.
8.2.1

The exact expression

Taking the modulus of Eq. (8.10), the intensity can be written as

(8.11)
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We now insert the transformations of Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8), together with the expression in Eq. (8.2) for the beam radius. As shown in App. I.I, we then obtain the
following result for the complete intensity distribution in the original coordinates:
c2z2-s2x2^2'

-1/2

(cV + y2 + sV) + 8

+
x exp
u

2(,V+cV)

(M-fatX
(8.12)

Using that the crossing angle 9 is usually much smaller than one, we can approximate
this function by a simpler one. We see that the intensity is small when x is larger
than wo, so in evaluating the order of the terms in a;, we may let
x ~ w0.

(8.13)

Furthermore, we have that
s ^^ sin 9/2

1,

(8.14)

1.

(8.15)

and that
two

k

ZR

•KWQ

Thus, a term like

fswo\2

(8.16)
V ZR J
is completely negligible compared to one. The factor Z/ZR is not negligible compared
to one, but neither will it become much larger than unity before the intensity of the
interference has vanished for realistic beam parameters. The term
fcsxz\2 ^

V4 /

(2

V

is therefore also completely negligible compared to one. Hence, we may safely write
the intensity as

x exp

2 (1 + c2z2/z2R) ( c V + y2 + s2z2) + 8 {csxz/zRf
2
w (1 +

4)

(8.18)

The intensity is also found in [13], where the expression
\uiv,2\ oc exp

« exp

(8.19)

is given. This has the same basic form as Eq. (8.18), except that the authors have
chosen to neglect the effect of the beam divergence. Because of this, no terms with
the Rayleigh length ZR appear in Eq. (8.19). Also, they have set c2 = 1.
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The interference power

From Eq. (8.18), we see that for a given value of z, the interference intensity is a
Gaussian distribution in x and y with a peak at (x,y) = (0,0). This means that it
is possible to integrate the intensity over the xy-plane to get the interference power
as a function of z. The exponent in Eq. (8.18) can be written as
!,z)-9Y(v,z)-gz(z),

(8.20)

where the three functions are given by
« (1 + c2z2/z2R) c2x2 + 8 {csxz/zRf
w2(l+c2z2/z2R)2

2c2 [! + (! + 3s V / 4 ] x2

(8.21)

2v2

3Hy z)

'

(8 22)

~ w§(i+kv4)'

'

and

(823)

«•« - w?fw

'

The power P(z) can then be found as the integrated intensity

ff
JJ
I fdxe-9x(x,z)

[dye-9Y{y,z)
(8.24)

The integrals give

/

dxe~&x

= \ ~z~

and
ay e

1

" = W —u>o I 1 H

o~" I

?

^o.zoj

yielding the result
./pTpk

c

f

1 _L/-.2_2/,,2

[1 + (1 + 3sz)zz/zR]

•] 1/2

OQ2J.2

tyg (1 + clzz/zR)
(8.27)

Were it not for the terms containing the parameter ZR, this distribution would be
Gaussian in z.
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8.2.3

Comparison with the geometric result

For a small crossing angle, c2 is close to one and s2 is close to zero, so the zdependent prefactor in Eq. (8.27) is close to unity for all z less than or comparable
to ZR. AS a fine approximation, we can therefore find the fall-off of P(z) from the
exponential factor alone.
Let us introduce the position za at which the integrated intensity has fallen to
a times its maximum value:
za:

P(za)

= aP(0)

(8.28)

Using only the exponential function, this position can be found as
2s22 *, 2

a = exp

(8.29)

< (1 + c2z2/z2)

or

= ±

ln(l/a) wp

In a fcwpY
1 + T\7Z~R~)

(8.30)

The geometric estimate LgeOm given by Eq. (1.6) is found from the points at which
the intensity on the optical axis is e~2 times the maximum intensity on this axis.
To compare with this, we compute the length defined as
Lo = 2|zc-a|,

(8.31)

which gives the result

1-f^V

Lo =

-1/2

(8.32)

\SZRJ
For small angles, the factor in front of the bracket is 4wo/8, which is the same as
the geometric result. The full result includes a correction term which increases Lo
compared to Lgeom- We can estimate the size of this term by letting c « 1 and
s PS 9/2, giving that

(cwp\2
\SZR)

\TTNJ

V

(8.33)

where AgeOm is the geometric estimate of the fringe distance, and N is the fringe
number. Since we need at least two fringes in the measurement region to have
a well-defined measurement wavenumber kp, the above factor is less than 4/?r2.
Hence, the correction term in Eq. (8.32) will increase the length by a factor 1.3 at
the most.
We can also give the FWHM of the power distribution, defined as the length
2|z1/2|. From Eq. (8.30), the result is
1-1/2
FWHM

=

2

\SZRJ

(8.34)

or, using the small angle approximation together with Eq. (8.33) and the fact that
N>2,
FWHM =

2\/21n2 ^ r
9 [

1-

-^rp;

-1/2

(8.35)

TTZN2\
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Figure 8.2: The integrated intensity as a function of z for realistic beam parameters.
The horizontal line lies at half the maximum power, and the vertical lines mark the
FWHM estimate of Eq. (8.34), which is seen to be precise. The wavelength of the
light is 10.59 (im, and the measurement wavenumber is 34 cm~l, corresponding to
a crossing angle of 0 = 5.7 mrad and a fringe distance of A = 1.8 mm. The waist is
equal to the fringe distance, giving two fringes in the cross-section and a Rayleigh
length of ZR = 1.0 m.

The power distribution for a realistic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8.2.
The increase in measurement length compared to the geometric result is caused
by the divergence of the Gaussian beams. This can give the interference quite a long
low-intensity tail in the z-direction. An interesting parameter here is the distance to
the point of half maximum power compared to the Rayleigh length. Using Eqs. (8.3)
and (8.35), we can see that this ratio is limited to
0^8
N'

9

(8.36)

This limit indicates that the power drops before any large effect of the beam divergence takes place, but that some effect can be seen if the number of fringes is
small.
We can also compare the beam divergence angle $d with the crossing angle 9.
Using Eq. (2.23), we have that
19

(8.37)

TTWQ

The condition N > 2 ensures that the two beams will not continue to overlap as we
move away from 2 = 0.

8.3

The phase distribution

Having found the intensity distribution, we now examine the exact phase distribution of the interference. From this, we can find an approximate expression for the
variation of the fringe distance with position.
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8.3.1

The exact expression

The phase part of the interference is given by Eq. (8.10) as

-»+fgrf -?fr
Bearing in mind that z\ and z<i are very nearly equal, and that <f>{z) is a slowly
varying function except at z = 0, we can neglect the term <t>{z{) — </>&). Hence, we
can write the phase as exp (ikif), where the function / is given by
/

= zl-Z2+yz

xv

* • r ^ , ? ri s

1

+
(8.39)

Here, y\ = yi = y has been inserted. Inserting the other transformations, as done
in App. 1.2, we obtain / as a function of the original coordinates:

+ (1 - 2c 4 )zV - c2y2z2 - (1 + c2)c2z

x [2(4 + s2x2 4- cV) 2 - 8cVzV] ~\
8.3.2

(8.40)

Comparison with the geometric result

We can find the fringe distance by finding the coordinates for which
= 2?rn,
where n is an integer. Inserting the leading term from the expression for / and
assuming small angles, we find that
2kisx = 2im => x — —— «

—r- = nAgeom.

iS

(8.41)

(7

We rediscover the geometric result of a position independent fringe distance given
by A = Xi/0. The remaining part in Eq. (8.40) for / is a correction term, and it
depends on all three coordinates. We can call it <5, so that
/

= 2sx{l+S).

(8.42)

The leading correction term in x and y is the one containing the factor zR, since
Eq. (8.36) shows that z2 is smaller than zR. Estimating the size of this term at
z = 0 for simplicity, we find it to be of the order of
-2 / - 2 _ 2 I ,.2\

...2

x -f2 y2 )

WQ

zR\c

2(4 + s x f ~ 2 4 '
which is a very small correction. The important part lies in the variation along z.
Neglecting therefore the terms in x and y, the correction is given by

2(4 + c2z2)2
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Figure 8.3: The solid line shows the fringe distance A(z) in units of A(0), with the
position in units of ZR. The crossing angle is 9 — 5 mrad here, but the variation
of the fringe distance depends only very weakly on 6 when it is shown as a function
of Z/ZR. The dashed line shows the normalized interference power for the case
t«o = A(0), corresponding to two fringes at the waist.

Figure 8.4: Exaggerated picture showing the effect of wavefront curvature in two
crossed Gaussian beams. Since the wavefronts in both beams are concentric spheres
at very large z, there is no interference pattern (A —* oo.j At intermediate z, the
result is an increase of A.

This function is zero when z is zero, and, for all realistic crossing angles, negative
when z is non-zero. The fringe distance is now given by

A(z) =

(8.45)

Thus, A increases in the tails of the measurement volume, as can also be seen in
Fig. 8.3. The fringe distance at z = OAZR is actually about 16% larger than at the
waist. This effect is quite large. Fortunately, of course, the interference power also
drops as we move away from 2 = 0.
The increase of the fringe distance arises from the curvature of the wavefronts
away from the beam waist, as illustrated in Fig. 8.4. At the waist, the wavefronts
cross at an angle 0, making interference fringes. But far from the waist, the surfaces
of constant phase tend to have the form of spheres centered on the waist, and
since the two beams are rotated relative to each other about this same point, the
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wavefronts will tend to follow the same path instead of crossing. This increases the
distance between fringes.
The spatial variation of the fringe distance is largest when the fringe number is
small. As mentioned in [16, p. 93], the fringe number in LDA is usually so great
that the effect can be neglected. But in two-point CLS the fringe number is quite
small, so one needs to be aware of the variation.
A characteristic feature of the above result is that the measurement wavenumber
spectrum is not merely broadened, but that the mean measurement wavenumber is
displaced towards smaller values, since 5 is never positive. Writing the wavenumber
at z as
k{z) = [l + 6(z)}k0,

(8.46)

we can find the average measurement wavenumber as
k

SZ,P(z)Hz)dz
&PW,
'

<8"7'

where P(z) is the interference power given by Eq. (8.27). One could also choose to
limit the integration to the turbulent region. As an example, numerical integration
of Eq. (8.47) for the case WQ = 2A(0), corresponding to four fringes, yields the result
k = O.97fco. As a simple correction, one can then substitute this value in place of
ko in the data analysis.

8.4

The three-dimensional instrument function

In Section 2.5, we find that we need an expression for the instrument function
/'(r) in all three dimensions. As seen from Eqs. (2.30) and (2.36), we can find this
instrument function for one detector by taking the imaginary part of the interference
term given by Eq. (8.10). Combining the results from this chapter, we can write
this as the almost exact expression

2 (1 + c2z2/z2R) (c2x2 + y2 + s2z2) + 8 {csxz/zRf

(

X 6Xp

x sin

6(z)}\.

/R)

J
(8.48)

It is very desirable to decouple the variation along x and y from the variation along
z. This is possible if we can neglect the fringe distance variation, given by S(z),
and the effect of the beam divergence. As shown, this may be done if the following
assumption holds true:
Assumption 8.1 The interference power at the Rayleigh length is much smaller
than the maximum interference power.
In addition to this, we assume that:
Assumption 8.2 The beam crossing angle measured in radians is much smaller
than unity.
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If these assumptions hold, we may approximate the instrument function by
.

(8.49)

Defining a standard deviation
_

-"geom

/ f i ,-.-.•>

the variation along z can be written as
fz(z)

= exp(-^-).

(8.51)

Note that the above decoupling corresponds to our initial Assumption 2.2. Some
error is introduced if the fringe number is small, but as a first correction, we can
then use the weighted average wavenumber k given by Eq. (8.47) instead of the
waist wavenumber kn.
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The experiment
In this chapter, the experimental setup is described and some of the results are
presented.

9.1

Introduction

In March 1998, Mark Saffman and I used the already existing two-point optical
setup at the W7-AS stellarator to make some simple initial air flow measurements
for a number of wavenumbers, velocities, and positions in the flow. Contrary to
the theoretical predictions in [19], these results showed no crosscorrelation peak
above the noise level. We thought that we might have done something wrong
in the processing and crosscorrelation of the signals. I therefore made a detailed
examination of the envelope detection scheme. This is described in Chapter 3.
The analysis showed that we did use the right method, but it also lead to the
discovery that there was a basic theoretical reason for the missing correlation, as
discussed in Chapter 6. This result showed that we could only hope to obtain a
crosscorrelation signal if the two measurement points were very close and if the
spatial variation of the convection velocity was very small. The free shear flow from
the air jet used at W7-AS definitely did not meet the last requirement, so this can
explain the poor result of this experiment. Instead, we planned a two-point CLS
experiment at the Optics and Fluid Dynamics (OFD) department at Ris0 which
could perhaps meet the two above requirements. Unfortunately, due to numerous
problems with the equipment we were not able to perform this experiment once we
had set it up. The only results which can be presented here are therefore those
from the measurements at W7-AS. Since these show nothing new compared to the
very thorough experimental examination of the CLS technique in [6], only a few
examples will be shown. However, the data processing program has been improved
to allow a quasi-continuous measurement of the convection velocity, and an example
of this is also shown. Such measurements have been performed before by Honore et
al [14] using a somewhat different computational method.

9.2

The setup

Partly because of the difficulty in accessing the torus volume of the W7-AS stellarator, the optical setup for the measurement of drift waves in the plasma is more
complicated than the basic two-point CLS setup. For this reason, the more simple
experiment at OFD is used as an illustration of the method.
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Figure 9.1: The experimental setup at OFD. The numbers denote the focal lengths
of the lenses in mm.

This setup is shown in Fig. 9.1. The laser is a CW CO2 laser giving light
with about 9 W of output power and a Gaussian beam profile. The wavelength
is 10.59 /j,m, which lies in the infrared. For this reason, one must insert special
plates illuminated by ultraviolet light into the beam in order to see the position of
the light. When aligning, it is practical to attenuate the light. This is done close
to the laser aperture in combination with a correcting half-wave plate. After this,
an image of the field distribution at the exit of the laser is obtained at the Bragg
cell, which diffracts a small part of the light. We now have two beams, namely the
main beam and the reference beam, the latter being frequency shifted by the 40
MHz Bragg cell frequency. The spatial separation of the beams is controlled by the
position of two adjustable mirrors. The insertion of a diffractive beam splitter after
this gives two measurement points. Note how the crossing angle in the measurement
volume is controlled by the position of the mirrors, and not by the Bragg diffraction
angle in combination with a choice of imaging lenses, as in the theoretical optical
model shown in Fig. 2.2. At W7-AS, the mirrors are positioned using a computer
controlled stepper motor.
In the Fourier plane of the measurement volume the two main beams converge
and can be stopped using a beam dump. Using a carefully positioned mirror, the two
remaining beams are then separated and detected. Note here that the detectors are
placed in the Fourier plane of the measurement volume, and not in the image plane
as in Fig. 2.2. This allows a wavenumber scan to be performed without changing
the setup.
The processing of the detector signals is based on fast analog to digital conversion (2 channels of 160 MHz/8 bit conversion). The following digital filtering and
two-channel quadrature demodulation is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The quadrature
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Figure 9.2: Typical scales of the setup. Since the nozzle diameter is small compared
to the measurement length and the nozzle is close to both measurement regions, the
measurement volumes include the whole turbulent region along the optical axis.

demultiplexer is contained on a single PCI card located in a Pentium PC, and the
digital data is transferred directly to the computer's main memory by DMA transfer. The memory has been expanded to 80 Mbytes to allow for up to 1 second of
two-channel 16 MHz bandwidth quadrature data. The program for processing the
data was written by Mark Saffman. I modified this program to allow the removal
of the noise peak due to leakage of the Bragg frequency, and also added procedures
for quasi-continuous velocity measurements.
At the setup at W7-AS, a jet with a nozzle diameter of 2 mm and compressed air
with a pressure of up to 4.6 bar was used to generate a free shear flow. The output
power of the laser was 16 W. For the measurements shown in the next section, the
distance between the measurement volumes was do = 5 mm, and the diameter of
these were 2w = 1.44 mm. The beam crossing angle was varied from 8.3 mrad to
18.0 mrad. This corresponds to a measurement wavenumber range of 49.4-108.8
cm" 1 . Estimating the measurement length from Eq. (1.6), it was 34 cm at a crossing
angle 8.3 mrad and 16 cm at 18.0 mrad. The distance from the nozzle to the first
measurement point was varied from 3 mm to 13 mm. Since this distance, the nozzle
diameter, and the distance between the measurement points were all much smaller
than the measurement length, the whole turbulent region along the optical axis was
included in the measurement volumes. This means that the spatial velocity distribution was of the type shown in Fig. 6.20c, i.e., there was some maximum velocity
at the center, and the velocity at the end points of the measurement regions was
zero. With this great variation in velocity, a crosscorrelation peak is not expected
to be seen. Fig. 9.2 show the typical scales of the setup.

9.3

Results

Fig. 9.3 shows an example of the power spectra of the complex signals from the
two detectors. The power spectrum is taken of the whole data series, which lasts
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19.6 msec. The large peak at zero frequency originates from leakage of the Bragg
cell frequency of 40 MHz. Apart from this, there are two peaks, one from thermal
fluctuations at about 80! kHz, and another from the sound wave propagating in
the direction of the convection, located at about 450 kHz. Since the measurement
wavenumber isfco= 69.2 cm"1, we find from Eq. (6.113) that these peaks correspond
to velocities of 70 m/s and 410 m/s, respectively. The difference of 340 m/s between
these two values corresponds to the sound speed. No peak from counterpropagating
sound waves can be seen. This can be explained by assuming that the pressure
fluctuations are excited at the nozzle. Since the flow is subsonic, these disturbances
will never reach the measurement region.
Fig. 9.4 shows another power spectrum. Here, the peak originating from the 40
MHz leakage has been removed. In this measurement, only the sound wave peak
can be seen. The wavenumber is ko = 39.6 cm"1, so the peak frequency of 240 kHz
corresponds to 380 m/s. This is the sum of the convection and the sound speed.
Fig. 9.5 shows the envelope signal autocorrelation for each detector, and Fig. 9.6
shows the envelope crosscorrelation. These are the correlations for the same measurement as in Fig. 9.4. No crosscorrelation peak above the noise level can be
seen.
Fig. 9.7 shows a quasi-continuous measurement of the instantaneous frequency,
and hence the instantaneous velocity. This is found by breaking the time series up
into short stretches, finding the power spectra of each of these and then calculating
the weighted average of the frequency. The averaging time is 77 /zsec here. The
quasi-continuous velocity measurements in [14] are based on the differentiation of
the signal and a subsequent averaging, but the result is basically the same. Since
the velocity signal does not have the fast oscillations of the photocurrent, one could
hope to be able to crosscorrelate the velocities measured at the two points in space,
as in hotwire anemometry. However, the averaging time of 77 /isec needed to obtain
a satisfying S/N ratio was larger than the time-of-flight of about 13 /^sec, so this
was not possible. This was the case for all the measurements. Besides this, there is
another problem. Fig. 9.8 shows the power spectrum of the signal calculated from
an interval starting at 1 msec and lasting only 77 /zsec. The quasi-instantaneous
velocity is found from the weighted mean of the frequency in spectra like these. The
S/N ratio is smaller, but it is clear that the spread in velocity is just as large in this
interval as during the whole measurement time, shown in Fig. 9.4. The authors of
[14] assume that the velocity is constant over the whole measurement volume, as
can be seen from Eq. (12) in that article. This graph shows that this might not
always be the case. Note that the uncertainty in the determination of the frequency
due to the finite time window is only about 0.01 MHz, so the broadening is not
caused by this effect.
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Figure 9.3: The power spectra of the complex signals from the two detectors, measured for an air pressure of 1.75 bar and taken over the whole data series. The
narrow peak originates from the Bragg cell frequency, while the two other peaks are
due to thermal and pressure fluctuations.
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Figure 9.4: The power spectrum of the complex signal from one detector, measured
for an air pressure of 0.85 bar. The maximum level of the power spectrum is marked,
and so is the level at 3 dBm lower than this, corresponding to half the maximum.
Only the peak originating from sound waves can be seen here. The power spectrum
is taken of the whole data series (19.6 msec.)
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Figure 9.5: The autocorrelation of the envelope signals from the two channels.
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Figure 9.7: A quasi-continuous measurement of the instantaneous frequency of the
signal from the two detectors. Since ko= 39.6 cmT1, a frequency of 280 kHz corresponds to a velocity of 44$ m/s. This is the sum of the convection and the sound
speed. Each time step lasts 77 fisec.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion
This thesis reports on the investigation of the application of the two-point collective
light scattering method to the measurement of flow speeds in normal fluids, in
particular air. The results, however, also have implications for the use of this
method for the measurement of transport in the plasma in the W7-AS stellarator.
The experimental part of this work was hampered by numerous problems with the
equipment. Looking back, this is not so unfortunate as it seemed at first, since it
left time for a more detailed theoretical investigation of the method.
In the experimental part of the project, the existing data handling program
was improved to allow the measurement of a quasi-continuous velocity signal. This
was based on an idea in [14], although a different computational method was used.
However, the results showed that the measured velocity is the mean value of a broad
range of velocities, rather than being a single, well-defined instantaneous velocity.
As for the experimental investigation of the two-point CLS method, not much
can be concluded from the measurements, as no signal crosscorrelation above the
noise level was observed. The theoretical part of this thesis predicts that the method
will only work if the flow is almost laminar and shearless, and the flow used in these
early measurements did not meet these requirements.
Concerning the theoretical part of the project, it is natural to compare Chaps. 26 with [19], in which the first predictions for the measurements were given. Basically,
the same assumptions are made in both works. But some of the implicit assumptions
used in [19] have been made explicit here, for example:
1. The assumptions needed for relating the turbulence in three dimensions to a
phase change given as a function of plane coordinates.
2. The assumption of the existence of a dispersion relation.
In addition, new assumptions have been introduced, since models for additional
parameters have been included. These models include:
1. A simple model for shear in the flow. This accounts for a linear variation
along the beam direction of the main component of the convection velocity.
2. A model for the effect of a non-zero transverse velocity, including both the
mean and fluctuating parts of this velocity.
3. A model for the fluctuation power spectrum, based on an inverse power law,
and including simple anisotropy.
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Other improvements include: expressions for the linear constants in the relation
between fluctuations in refractive index, temperature, and pressure have been calculated. The decay term for the sound waves has been found. The integral along
the beam direction, connecting the fluctuations in two and three dimensions, has
been made explicit. And not least, the results in [19] are based on numerical calculations. Here, analytic expressions for the correlation functions have been found.
This shows the effects of the different parameters very clearly. It also makes it possible to see how the absolute levels of the correlations depend on the parameters.
This allows the optimal choice for the measurement wavenumber in an experiment
to be estimated. In addition, an approximate analytic expression for the expected
power spectrum of the detector signal has been given.
The interference along the beam direction has been found. Among other things,
this is used to find the three-dimensional instrument function. A nearly exact
expression for the variation in the measurement wavenumber due to wavefront curvature has been given. The two-point technique uses quite a small fringe number,
so this variation can have some effect. For this reason, an expression allowing the
numerical calculation of the weighted average wavenumber has been given.
Most important, of course, is that the signal processing has been treated in full
detail, showing that the mixing of phases due to slow temporal and spatial variations
in the convection velocity cannot be ignored, even when envelope detection is used.
This gives an additional crosscorrelation decay term which dominates completely
at relative velocity variations of more than about one or two percent, depending
on the measurement distance. The decay due to temporal variations might be
reduced somewhat by calculating the correlation in a different way, but the spatial
variations pose a fundamental problem for the method. It should be noted that this
disappointing prediction is not the result of any overly pessimistic assumptions.
On the contrary, the distortion of the refractive index structures in the fluid due
to variations of the velocity on small scales has been neglected. This increases
the calculated crosscorrelation compared to what a treatment including this effect
would give.
The discrepancy between the result mentioned above and that in [19] has been
resolved by doing some of the calculations in that article in a different way.
The application to the measurement of drift waves has been treated. The same
pessimistic conclusion as above holds there also.
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List of assumptions
Here, the important assumptions used in finding the expressions for the correlation
functions are listed.
2.1 The beam cross-section area is less than a quarter of the lens area.
2.2 The spatial variation of the pattern formed by the light interference is independent of the position along the optical axis.
2.3 The relative fluctuations in the transmission and phase change of the laser light
are small.
2.4 There is no transmission loss of the laser light through the turbulent region.
2.5 The projection of detector (a) does not extend into the region where the value
of the instrument function /(, is large.
2.6 The projection of detector (a) includes the whole region where the value of the
instrument function fa is large.
3.1 All fluctuations are stationary.
3.2 The phase change fluctuations are homogeneous.
4.1 Dispersion relations for the temperature and pressure fluctuations exist.
4.2 The temperature and pressure fluctuations are uncorrelated.
4.3 The convection velocity distribution is Gaussian in vx and vy.
4.4 The components vx and vy of the convection velocity are uncorrelated.
4.5 The convection velocity is constant during the short crosscorrelation time r.
4.6 The temperature fluctuations are homogeneous.
4.7 The time variations of the amplitude A(k,to) of the temperature fluctuation
components follow a Gaussian probability distribution.
4.8 For the temperature fluctuation components, the amplitude A(k, to) and the
phase 0(k,*o) are both statistically independent of the convection velocity
v(to).
4.9 The fluctuation power spectra obey an inverse power law in wavenumber.
5.1 The fluctuating parts of the mass density, the pressure, the temperature, and
the entropy vary as plane waves.
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5.2 The temporal and spatial variations of the convection velocity are slow compared to the variations of the other variables.
8.1 The interference power at the Rayleigh length is much smaller than the maximum interference power.
8.2 The beam crossing angle measured in radians is much smaller than unity.
In addition to these, the analogues of Assumptions 4.6, 4.6 and 4.7 are made for
the pressure fluctuations as well.
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Appendix A

Normalization of Fourier
transforms
In our three-dimensional spatial Fourier expansions, we always use wavevectors k,
as opposed to using spatial cyclic frequencies f. The two variables are connected
through the relation
k

=

2vrf.

(A.I)

The use of wavevectors prompts us to consider the normalizations in the Fourier
domain. With cyclic frequencies, everything is very simple. The Fourier transform
equations are[23]
h(r) == | d 3 f ff(f)eM-r

f3

H(t) -

(A-2)

Mr)e-2-f-.

(A.3)

ParsevaPs theorem has the form

fdh\h(r)\2

= fd3f\H(f)\2.

(A-4)

A plane wave with spatial cyclic frequency fo and unit amplitude is generated by a
delta function in f:
H{{) = 6{{-fQ)

& h(r) = e27rifvr.

(A.5)

We can transform these equations to wavevector expressions by using Eq. (A.I),
together with the relations
d3k

=

dkxdkydkz

= (2nfdfxdfydfz

= (27r)3d3f

(A.6)

and
H(k)

= [iJ(f)] f=k/27r .

The Fourier transform equations are then
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A Normalization of Fourier transforms
and

fd3rh(r)e-ik-r,

H(k) =

(A.9)

while Parseval's theorem takes the form

A plane wave with the same amplitude and spatial variation as the one in Eq. (A.5)
is generated by the Fourier component

HQc) = * ( £ 2TT

=

(27T)3S(k-k0),

(A.ll)

where ko = 27rfo. Thus, delta functions in k should have the prefactor (2TT)3 for
consistent normalization. These results all translate to the d-dimensional case by
the substitution
[2TV)

—> \"R) •

(A..LZ)

Of course, they also hold for Fourier transforms in time, where we can choose
between the cyclic frequency v and the angular frequency u = 2irv. For example,
delta functions in u> should be a factor 2TT larger than corresponding delta functions
in v.
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Appendix B

Transform of displaced
functions
Prom Eq. (33.12) in [26], the general form of Parseval's identity in two dimensions
is

|d 2 x/(x) 5 *(x) = J^LF(k)G*(k),

(B.I)

where F and G are the Fourier transforms of / and g. The Fourier transform of a
translated function is

=
=

/d 2 x7(x')e- ik ' x V ik ' x i
F(k)e~ik'Xl,

(B.2)

where we have used the substitution x' = x — xi. This is the phase change theorem.
The combination of these two identities allows us to write
k)e-ik-*K
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Appendix C

Fourier transforms of
instrument functions
In this appendix, we calculate the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transforms of the
effective instrument functions in Section 3.1, which are given by Eqs. (3.4), (3.7),
(3.14), and (3.15) as

/b c(x)

'

S

2

^ e -

l

x

+xo|2/^2cos(ko.x

+

^)i

(C.3)

x + ^).

(C.4)

For the choice xo = (zo,O) and ko = (fco,O), the Fourier transform Fa<c of fa<c is
given as

F«,c(k) = J

f

J

x f dx e~ik*x

~ 2<<x ~ x o ) 2 / ^ 2 cos(A;o^ + 6a).

(C.5)

Using the result in App. G, the first integral gives

2yy^

2

= w^e-™

k*/S

ak

= w^-e~

V\

(C.6)

where we have defined the constant
a = w2/i

(C.7)

for convenience. The second integral gives
/ dx exp [—ikxx — 2(x — xo)2/w2] cos(fcoa; + 0a)
=

/ du exp [—ikx(u 4- a:o) — 2u2/w2] cos[fco(tz + ^o) + 0a]

(A;:c-fco)2/2 + < ] + exp [-a(kx + k0)2/2 - i9'a]) e~ik*x°,
(C.8)
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where we have used the substitution u = x — XQ, and denned a new phase by
9'a = 6a + koxo, which we can do, since koxo is just a constant. Inserting these
results in Eq. (C.5), we obtain the Fourier transform

x [exp (-o|k - ko|2/2 + i0'a) + exp (-o|k + ko|2/2 - < ) ] .
(C.9)
Let us write this as
^a,c(k) = (Ae< + B e - < ) e - i k - x o ,

(CIO)

where
= £^exp[-a|k-k o | 2 /2]

A

(C.ll)

and
B =
are real numbers. We can use this result for Fa,c to find the Fourier transform jFa|S
of fa,s as well. Comparing Eqs. (C.I) and (C.2), we see that all we have to do is
to include an overall minus sign, divide by % and change the sign between the two
terms to a minus. Hence,
FatS(k)

= i

Comparing Eqs. (C.I) and (C.3), we can also easily find the result that
FbtC(k)

=

F 6i ,(k)

=

and, of course, that

Here, 6'b = 6b- koxo.

Now,
A2

=

(

while

AB = (^f2-)

2

exp[-a|k-k o | 2 /2-a|k + ko|2/2]
exp [-a ((*, - ho)2 + *J + (kx + ko)2 + kl) 12}
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C Fourier transforms of instrument functions

If the parameters for the experimental setup satify the condition that
akl

>

1,

(C.19)

then the maximum value of AB will be negligible compared to the maximum values
of A2 and B2. This condition is related to the uncertainty in the definition of our
measurement wavevector ko. From Eq. (C.16), we see that we can quantify this
uncertainty by a standard deviation Ok in k, given by
1

2rf "

a>

or
1

^/2

(C.20)

Defining a relative spread 0k by
rr,

™ "

1

(C.21)

k0

we see that the condition in Eq. (C.19) is satisfied if
2(32k <

1.

(C.22)

Even a relative spread as high as 0k = 0-25 will make the term AB small.
Because the squared functions A2 and B2 are the interesting ones, we define two
new functions by
Fl(k)

s

A*

= f^Ve-alk-kol2,
V 8 /

(a23)

F2(k) = B2 = (£%^y e -a|k-k 0 | 2 .
V 8 /

(c.24)

We can now make the safe approximation that
|F a , c (k)| 2

=

A2 + B2 + AB (e2i9>* + e ~ 2 i ^ )

«

Fi + F2.

(C.25)

We obtain the same approximate result for I-F^sl2) I-Ffc.d2) and iFfc^l2, while
J F a , c (k) J F a %(k)

=

-i

(C.26)
It follows that
Fa*c(k)Fa,s(k) «

t(Fi-F2).

(C.27)

We also have that
Be-i6'b)

[Ae~ie'a + Beiff*) e2ik " x o

(C.28)
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where
d0

= 2x 0 .

(C.29)

is the distance between the two measurement points, and where we have denned a
phase difference by
9 = O'h-&a = eb-ea-kodo.

(C.30)

We also need the results that
ie

'o - Be~<) (Ae~< - Be**) e*k "d °

(

Fae-^c*'^,

(C.31)

that
e-ie>a - Beid'«) e i k ' d «
^

)

-

d

o

,

(C.32)

and t h a t

FbtSFlc

= i (Aei9'b - Be~ie'b) {Ae'16'* + Be<) e i k 'd °
-d<>.

(C.33)

Finally, the transform of the complex instrument function
/c(x)

^
I/KID

can be found as
F c (k)

= Fa,c(k)+iFa<s(k),

(C.35)

if we set 6'a = 0 and xo = 0. This gives
F c (k)

-

2B,

(C.36)

so that
|F c (k)| 2
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Appendix D

Calculation of the envelope
signal crosscorrelation
D.I

From second to first order correlations

We start from the crosscorrelation function
(2)

^ c (r) = <fc(O2> + <4(4)2> + <&(4)2> + <4(4)2>, (D.i)

where we have used the shorthand notation
ibc = •ift.cC*))
( D -2)

ias = «„,,(*)>

and so on. Using Eqs. (3.3) and (3.12) for the signals, we find the first term in
Eq. (D.I) to be given by

X / d2X2

,

x / d 2 x 3 0(x3, t + r)/a,c(x3)
x / d 2 x 4 0(x4, t + r)/a)C(x4) \

= y d 2 Xl d 2 X 2 d 2 X 3 d 2 X 4
x/b,c(xi)/6,c(X2)/«,c(X3)/«1c(X4).

(D.3)

As in Section 3.3.1, we have changed the order of expectation and integration, used
that the instrument functions can be treated as being time-independent, and used
a shorthand notation for <f>. Substituting Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (D.3) gives us that

X J d 2 X 3 d 2 X4 (<&<&) /a)C(x3)/a,c(X4)
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2

Xi d 2 X 3 ( < M s ) /6,c(xi)/«,c(X3)

X J d 2 X 2 d 2 X 4 (</>2<^4> /6,c(x2)/a,c(x4)

+ J d2Xi d2X4 (<M 4 ) /6 lC (xi)/a, c (x 4 )
X J d2X2 d2X3 (</>2</>3) /6,c(x2)/a)C(x3)
/ d 2 Xi d 2 X 2 <4>l<fo) /6,c(xi)/6,c(X2)

=

X / d 2 X 3 d 2 X 4 ( 0 3 ^ 4 ) / a ,c(x3)/a,c(x 4 )

+2
d 2 xi 0i/ 6lC (xi) y d 2 x 2
X / / d 2 X 3 03/a,c(x3) / d 2 X 2

+ 2 / y d2Xi fafb^X!) J d 2 X 3 <£3/a,c(x3)
< > < >

( >

2

.

(D.4)

In the same way, we can rewrite the second term in Eq. (D.I) as

The third term can be written as

x/6,c(Xl)/6,c(x2)/a,S(x3)/a,s(X4)
=

y d 2 x x d 2 x 2 (^i^>2) /6,c(xi)/6, c (x 2 )
X

/ d

2

X

3

d

2

X

4

( > ,

+ y d2Xi d2X3 < 0 i ^ ) /6,c(xi)/a, S (x 3 )
X y d2X2 d2X4 (</.204) /6lC(x2)/a,S(X4)
+ /d 2 Xid 2 X 4
X y d2X2 d2X3 ( >
=

<i62c)(4) + 2<i 6 c 4> 2 .

Likewise, the fourth term can be written as
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D Calculation of the envelope signal crosscorrelation
All in all, we obtain the crosscorrelation function

+ 2 [(hcifac)2 + (ibsC)2 + Mas)' + {%s^f] • (D.8)

D.2

The crosscorrelation in Fourier domain

Similarly to what we did in Section 3.3.1 for the autocorrelation, we now write the
individual terms in Eq. (D.8) as expressions in the Fourier domain. We can start
with the term

Mac) = ^y"d 2 x'd 2 x'V(x',^(x",t + T)/6iC(x')/a,c(x")^.

(D.9)

Again, introducing x = x " — x ' and d x = d x ' and assuming homogeneity, we
may write this as

Mac) = y < d 2 X^(x,T)y < d 2 x"/6,c(x"-x)/ a)C (x // ),

(D.10)

where R^ is the space-time autocorrelation of the phase fluctuations. As shown in
App. B, the second integral can be rewritten as

|d 2 x"/ 6 , c (x"-x)/ a , c (x") = J^FbiC(k)Flc(k)e-ik^,

(D.ll)

where Fafi and FbiC are the Fourier transforms of fa,c and /(,jC. Inserting this expression in Eq. (D.10), we have that

hcO

= j -^

FbiC(k)Flc(k) j

where S$ is the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform of R^. In the same
manner, we can write the other terms in Eq. (D.8) as

and

(4) = |(0^(k,O)|F a , c (k)| 2 ,

(D.18)
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The different Fourier transforms are calculated in App. C for ko = (&o>O)
xo = (zo, 0)- One result is that
Fh<cF*aiC = (Fleie + F2e-id^eik-dv,

(D.20)

where, as in Section 3.3.2, we use the functions

F2{k)

f ^ V e - a l k + kol^
V ° )

s

(D>22)

with a = tu 2 /4. The new constant do = 2xo is the distance between the two
measurement points, and we have introduced the constant phase 6 = —ko • do. We
also find that
(D.23)
while
FbtSF*iS

= FbtCF*c,

(D.24)

Fh F*

= -Fh F*

( D 25")

x

•* b,c

x

a,s

1

OfS- a,c>

\LJ.£IVJ

and
|p,

I2 =

\J- otc\

I P, | 2 — I F | 2 — | p | 2

—

I** o,s\

—

]•*• a,c\

—

I-1- QtsI

=
—

p + p,
-*• 1 1^ •*• Z*

m 261
\

t£jyj

}

From the above results, we see that
/ •

•/ \

'f \

/-r\ c)'7\

be nf / )
/ •
•/ \

\ J—' • " ' /
/T~\ rtfj\

/•

\ bs''ft *i /
/ •
•/ \

~~"

\'6c*a5/

—

\

\ ^bs CLC) '

IJ-Jt^oJ

and

<4> = Us) = <4> = <<L>-

(D.29)

Using these identities, we can rewrite the crosscorrelation in Eq. (D.8) as

= 4 [<4>2 + (ibJacf + (ibsi'ac)2] ,

WRfjr)

(D.30)

where we have the expressions
J

(2TT)

zk d

(D.32)

e ik-d 0

(D.33)

' °,

In analogy with Section 3.3.2 for the autocorrelation, we insert the expressions for
i*i and F2t and define two integrals by

|

^

[

2

]

,

(D.34)

heir) = ( ^ ) | ^ ^ ( k , r ) e x P [ z k - d o - a | k + ko|2]. (D.35)
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D Calculation of the envelope signal crosscorrelation
The three terms can then be written as

(D.36)
(D.37)
Here, we have also used the functions I\ and I2 from Section 3.3.2. Inserting these
expressions in Eq. (D.30), we have the crosscorrelation function

- Il(r)e2id

Il(r)e-2ie
- Il(r)e-2id

+ 2/lc(r)J2c(r)
+ 2/ lc (r)/ 2c (r)} ,

(D.38)

which can be written as the calculational expression
{2)

R?,c(T) = 4[/i(0) + / 2 (0)] 2 + 16/ lc (r)/ 2c (r).

(D.39)

We see that the dependence on the phase 9 has disappeared, as we would expect
since we use envelope detection.
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Appendix E

Detailed phase change
calculations
In this appendix, the results given in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 are calculated in detail.

E.I

The contribution from thermal fluctuations

We need the evolution of the temperature fluctuations during a short time r, and
we find this by inserting Eq. (4.6) for the evolution of the components,

f(k,t o + r) = f(k,i o )e~^ T ( k '*°) T ,

(E.I)

into Eq. (4.3) for the Fourier expansion of the temperature,
8T(r,t)

= |^f(k,t)e

i k

-r.

(E.2)

Writing t = to + r, this yields the expression
5T(r,to + r) = J - ^ f (k,t o )exp[t(k • r - u>T(k,io)r)].

(E.3)

We now wish to obtain an expression for the time evolution of the phase changes
caused by temperature variations. We use Eq. (4.1) for the connection between
fluctuations in refractive index, temperature, and pressure,

Sn(r,t) = prST(r,t) + PpSp(r,t),

(E.4)

and the relation in Eq. (4.2) between refractive index fluctuations and relative phase
changes in the light,
<j){x,y,t) = ki I dz 5n(x,y,z,t)exp

(-z2/2o2L).

(E.5)

Using Eqs. (E.3) and (E.4) in Eq. (E.5), we find the phase change to be given by
f dz 8T(r, t0 + r) exp (-z2/2a2L)

x exp [i(k • r - wr(k, to)r)] exp {-z2/2a2L).
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E Detailed phase change calculations

From Eq. (5.31), the dispersion relation for temperature fluctuations in a compressible fluid is
0)

= v(t 0 ) • k - ijTk2,

(E.7)

where v(to) is the convection velocity and JT is the thermal diffusivity. As written
here, the convection velocity is independent of position. If we want to include a
simple model for linear shear along z of the z-component of the velocity, we can
make the substitution
vx(to)

-> vx(t0) + axz,

(E.8)

wr(k, to) -»cor(k, t0) + axkxz.

(E.9)

so that

Here, ax is a constant. We can now perform the integral over z, which gives

(E.10)
where we have used the two-dimensional wavevector K = (kx,ky)
function
[
z2 I
=
dz exp \i(kz - axkxr)z - —^
la
J
L
Li
2
= V2TTaLexp [-al{kz-axkxr) /2],

and defined the

f

G{kx,kz,r)

(E.ll)

using the result in App. G to obtain the last line.
We now make use of Assumptions 4.6 and 4.8. Using Eq. (4.43), writing
K' = (kx,k'y), and suppressing the argument to for convenience, the temperature
contribution to the space-time autocorrelation of the phase changes can be found
as

j -^f(k)exp(iK-x')G(k ,k ,O)
x

z

x" -

x exp [i(K -X' + K'- X " ) ] G(kx, kz,0)G{k'x,

k'z,r)

(exp [-iwr(-k)T]>v
x exp [in • (x' - x " ) ] G(kXykz,0)G(kx,kz,T),

(E.12)

where we have used that G is even in k. We see that our assumptions in Section 4.3
about the statistics of the fluctuations have made the phase change autocorrelation
homogeneous, allowing us to make the replacement

Rj(x',x",r)

-> i?J(x,r),

(E.13)
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where x = x " — x'. In addition, we have from Eq. (E.ll) that

G{kx,kz,0)G(kx,kz,r)

=
=

2Tva2Lexp[-alk2z/2-al(kz-axkxT)2/2]
2KO2L exp

— (axaLkxr)2/2] .
(E.14)

\—a\k\ + axa\kxkzr

When the measurement length is large, the first term in the exponential function
will confine kz to very small values. Neglecting then the second term, we can
approximate the variation in kz by a delta function. This delta function should be
multiplied by the area A under the function in the /^-direction, which is
A fa 2iralexp[-(axaLkxT)2/2]

dkz

exp(-alk2)

= 2TT2aLexp[-{axaLkxT)2/2].

(E.15)

From this, we then have the approximation that
fa 2n%aLexp[-(ax<TLkxT)2/2]5(kz).

G(kx,kz,0)G{kx,kz,r)

(E.16)

Using this in Eq. (E.12) yields

*J(xfT) = 2JaLftk? I ^L(|f(k)| 2 )(expHu; T (-k)r]) v
x exp (-in • x) exp [-(axa]jkxT)2/2]

5(kz)

(*, kz = 0)| 2 ) exp (we • x)
x exp [-(axaLkxr)2/2]

(exp [-IUJT(K, kz = 0)r]) v ,

(E.17)

where we have used the substitution K —> — K and the fact that |T(k)| 2 is even in
k to obtain the last line. From this expression, we can now easily find the twodimensional spatial Fourier transform of the autocorrelation:

(/e)|2) exp [-(axaLkxT)2/2]

{exp [-iwr(K)r]) v ,
(E.18)

where we have dropped the argument kz = 0 for convenience.

E.2

The average over convection velocity

In this section, we find the average of the last exponential function in Eq. (E.18).
Inserting the dispersion relation from Eq. (E.7), and noting that the last term in
this is a constant with respect to averaging, we may write the expectation value as
(exp [-IUJT(K)T])V

=

{exp {-i{vxkx + vyky)r})v exp ( - 7 T * 2 T ) .

(E.19)

Writing F(v) for the probability distribution of the convection velocity, the first
factor in this expression is given by
(exp \—i{vxkx + Vyky)r])v =
=

/ dur dvy dvz exp [-i(vxkx + vyky)T] P(vx, vy, vz)
/ dvx dvy exp [-ivxkxr - ivykyT] P(vx, vy).
(E.20)
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E Detailed phase change calculations
Since the exponential function does not depend on vz, it was possible to integrate
this variable out, leaving the marginal velocity distribution P(vx,vy). Using Assumptions 4.3 and 4.4 about this distribution, we can write it as the product of the
marginal distributions

and
P\vy)

=

~7S=

e

y

y

y

i

(E.22)

where ux and uy are the mean values of the velocity components, and ax and ay
are the standard deviations. We can now write Eq. (E.20) as

(exp [-i(vxkx + vyky)r])v

=

/ dt^ exp (-ivxkxr) P{vx)
x

dvy exp(-ivykyT)P(vy).

(E.23)

Inserting the distribution function and using the result in App. G, the first integral
gives
/ dvx exp\-iv x k x T]P{v x )
J

=
=

—==— / dvx exp -ikxrvx
V 2?r ax J
L
exp [—iuxkxr — o\k\r2:/2] .

x

,

la

i

J
(E.24)

The second integral in Eq. (E.23) is completely analogous to this, so the combined
result is
(exp [-i(vxkx + vyky)T])v

=

exp [~iuxkxr -

axkxT2/2]

x exp [—iuykyT — a2k2T2/2] .

(E.25)

Inserting this in Eq. (E.19) gives us the expectation value
(exp H W T ( K ) T ] ) V

-

exp [-tu • KT - {a2xk2x + o2yk2y)r2/2 (E.26)

where u = (ux,uy).

Hence, Eq. (E.18) can be written as

exp [-in • u r -

2

1TK

T

- (a2xa2Lkl + a2xk2x + o2yk2y)r2/2]

.

(E.27)
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Appendix F

Homogeneous fluctuations
For the autocorrelation i?x(r',r") of temperature fluctuations 5T(r',to), the relation expressing homogeneity is
RT(r',r")

•= (6T(r',to)6T(r",to)) = RT(r'-r").

(F.I)

In this appendix, it is shown that the above relation is equivalent to the equation

= (27r)3(J(k + k / )(|f(k)| 2 )

(f(k,to)f(k',to))

(F.2)

for the Fourier components of these fluctuations. Of course, the result is similar for
all other kinds of homogeneous fluctuations.
If Eq. (F.I) holds, then the left hand side of Eq. (F.2) can be written as

(f(k)f(k'))

= /[ d3r' 5T(r')e-ik-r>

f d3r" 6T(r")e-ik>

-r"\

=

/ d V Id3r" RT(r' - r " ) e x p ( - t k - r ' -ik' -r")

-

/"dV [ d3r" RT(r' -r")exp[-ik-

(r' -r") -iAk-r"] ,
(F.3)

where we have suppressed the argument to . In the last line, we have written k ' as
k'

= - k + Ak.

(F.4)

Introducing r = r ' — r " with d 3 r = d 3 r ' , we now find that

= Jd3rRT(r)e-ik-r
=

fd3r"e-iAk-r"

(2TT)36(Ak) ! d 3 r RT(r)e-ik

|fQ

'

r

(F.5)

using the that the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation gives the power spectrum. See. e.g. [8, pp. 35-36] for this.
The converse is also true. If Eq. (F.2) holds, then
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F Homogeneous fluctuations

=

i?T(r'-r"),

(F.6)

where the last line follows from the fact that the expression in the line before depends
only on the difference r ' — r " between the positions.
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Appendix G

The complex Gaussian integral
In this appendix, we calculate the often needed result for the complex Gaussian
integral

/ = f°° dxeiax

+ bx

-°x2,

(G.I)

J—QO

where a, b, and c are real constants, and c > 0. Completing the square,
dx e x p [ iax _ c ( x _

b/2cf]

/2c [duexp[iau-cu2],

(G.2)

where u = x — b/2c. Using Eq. (15.73) in [26], the integral gives
/ du exp [iau — cu2] =
=

du e~cu cos(au) + i
J^e-a2/4c

du e~cu sin(ati)

+ 0.

( a 3 )

Hence, the result is
f = J -c exp (62/4c + iab/2c - a2/4c)
V
[-(a-i6) 2 /4 C ].
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Appendix H

A thermodynamic relation
In this appendix, we want to show the thermodynamic relation
J__J_
cv
cp

1 (dp/ds)p(dT/dp)s
T
(dp/dp)s

(H.1)

Prom the definitions of cp and cy in Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16), we have that

cv

cp ~ T[\ds)p

{ds)p

(H.2)

Since the temperature is a function of only two variables, we can write the variation
5T in the different forms
(H.3)
(H.4)
As this is also the case for the pressure, we may write
&P

(H.5)

= hr

so that
dT

(H-6)
Inserting this into Eq. (H.4) gives
6T =
/ r>

\

f

/ g

\

0.

(H.7)

which we now subtract from Eq. (H.3) to obtain

0

\fdT\

fdT\

fdT\ (dp

= UJrUJ-UAU

(H.8)
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or

(&r\ fdp\ (dp
\dp)s\dp)s\ds/p
(dp/ds)p(dT/dp)s
When this is inserted into Eq. (H.2), we get Eq. (H.I).
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Appendix I

Detailed interference
calculations
I.I

The exact intensity distribution

We start from Eq. (8.11) for the interference intensity,

(I.I)
and insert the transformations of Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8), together with the expression
in Eq. (8.2) for the beam radius. The different terms in Eq. (I.I) are then

,( + a^a + aj*
_2 _i_ _2

7 2~2

ZC

Z

R

2 2

2 2

R
R

s x + c z + 2csxz + s2x2 + c2z2 — 2csxz
Z

R

2 2

2 2

2 2

+ <?z2 - 2csxz)\

(s x + c z + 2csxz){s x

+

A

2(S2X2 + C2Z2)

72

zR
+

Z

R

J
2 2 2^.2\2'
^ 2 y 2fc_
Z e-S2X2\

72

I
V

(1.2)

I

Z

R

J

and

S2X2 + C2Z2 — 2CSXZ\ / o o

9 /,
V
o A

Z

R
/
S X +C 2 Z 2 + 2CSXZ\ / c9x o
2

+ tog ( i +

2

Z2

V

.

=

, / ,

2«;5 ( 1 +
V

9o

R

J

S2X2+C222\ / 9 9

2
Z
R

(

o

(c x + V + s
I

+

9 9.
z

22

s z

) +8

/woCSZ-zN

—
•
V ZR
)
\ ZR J

(1-3)
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Inserting these expressions into Eq. (I.I), we find the complete intensity distribution
in the original coordinates to be given by
(c2z2-s2x2\

\u\u2\ = 2VKF2 1 +

4 )

\

x exp

+

c2z2-s2x2
(1.4)

1.2 The exact phase distribution
In this section, the function / in the expression exp(ikif) for the phase of the
interference is given in original coordinates. We start from Eq. (8.39) for / :
/

=

- Z2+y

,.

Z

2)-

Z

2X2\ZR

+ Zx)

2(4
(1.5)

Here, y\ = y2 = y has already been inserted. Inserting the other transformations
given by Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8), the first term gives
z\ - z2 = 2sx,

(1.6)

the second term gives
V

=

y

2

(sx + cz)(zR + s2x2 — 2csxz + c2z2) + (sx — cz)(zR + s2x2 + 2csxz + c2z2)
2 ( 4 + s2x2 - 2csxz + c2z2){z2R + s2x2 + 2csxz + c2z2)

= 2sx-

'2(z% + s2x2 + c2z2)2 -

(1.7)

8c2s2x2z2'

and the numerator in the third term gives
=
=
=
=

zix{(z2R + z\) - z2x\(z\ + z\)
(sx + cz)(c2x2 - 2csxz + s2z2)(zR + s2x2 - 2csxz + c2z2)
+ (sx - cz)(c2x2 + 2csxz + s2z2)(zR + s2x2 + 2csxz + c2z2)
2(z2R + s2x2 + c2z2)(sx(c2x2 + s2z2) - 2c2sxz2)
+ Acsxz(2cs2x2z - cz(c2x2 + s2z2))
2sx { ( 4 + s2x2 + c2z2)(c2x2 - 2c2z2 + s2z2)
+
2(2s2-c2)c2x2z2-2c2s2zA}
2 2 4
2sx {z2R(c2x2 + (1 - 3 c V ) + <?s2xA + (1 - 2c 4 )zV - ( c )c z } .
(1.8)

Collecting terms, the result is
2

2 4

c )c z ]
- 2c 4 )zV " c2y2z2 x [ 2 ( 4 + s2x2 + c2z2)2 - 8c2s2x2z2}-1.
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